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Marlborough Roads  

Local Road Asset Management Report – January and 
February 2016 
(Information prepared by Frank Porter) R800-007-02 

General 
The first two months in 2016 have been exceptionally dry until a high intensity rainfall occurred on 
18 February resulting in an emergency repairs claim being lodged with the Transport Agency.   

 
Flooding on Waihopai Valley Road at Maori Ford, 18 February 2016 

Whilst some gravel roads have become dry and very dusty, their overall condition is acceptable with 
the rest of the network in good order. 

Renewals activities are underway on both the state highway and local road networks.  These periodic 
works are essential to renew failing road pavements and to ensure the surfacing is in good condition 
to protect the underlying structural pavement layers.  Unfortunately these works have to coincide with 
the time of year when the network has the highest traffic volumes.  To offset this Marlborough Roads 
has been able to schedule some of this work in off-peak times to minimise traffic disruption. 

Fulton Hogan is undertaking sealing on urban streets with HEB Construction undertaking sealing on 
state highways and rural local roads. 

Motorists’ behaviour through worksites has been considerate with good compliance of signs.  In a 
state highway customer survey, 97% of those surveyed considered the speed limits through roadwork 
sites in Marlborough was appropriate, the highest percentage in the country.  There was one crash on 
SH1 at Wheelers Hill where a motorist failed to see speed restriction signs.  Both Police and our 
contractor found the site to be complying with the Traffic Management Plan.  The vehicle involved was 
unlicenced and had no warrant of fitness.  There were also driver factors involved. 

Health and safety continues to be a key discussion topic with all issues and potential issues elevated 
and robustly discussed. 
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The Tyntesfield Bridge contract awarded to Downer has been on hold pending the outcome of 
discussions with neighbours. On-site works will get underway in February/March. A further contract 
has been awarded to Fulton Hogan for renewal of the Godsiffs and Waitaria Bridges in the Kenepuru 
and the Para Bridge on Para Road. 

Financial Commentary 
Expenditure on Maintenance and Renewals in both the subsidised and non-subsidised roading 
programme is within but very close to budget.   

Graphs for maintenance and renewal expenditure are provided below. 

Despite inflation escalation payments, Marlborough Roads expects to be within budgets at year end. 

Maintenance Graph 

 
 

Renewals Graph 
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Monthly Activities 

Network Outcomes Contract 
This contract continues to run satisfactorily.  The KRA assessment for the first four months of the 
financial year has been submitted indicating “best practice”.  These results will be reviewed by the 
Contract Board. 

The contractor continues to have a keen focus on Health and Safety to minimise risk to its employees 
and sub-contractors.   The benefits of HEB’s Zero Harm focus is becoming evident with one restricted 
work injury (lower back strain) in January then only near miss and damage to plant incidents reported 
in January and February.   

Pavement rehabilitation work is underway with the Mahakipawa and Kaituna Track sections 
completed.  Good progress is being made with urban and rural reseals. These reseals are 60% 
complete as at the end of February. 

This year there has been a greater focus on seal-coat selection to where practicable provide smoother 
seals for cyclists. 

In February, the Operational Performance Measures independent audit has identified three non-
conformances on the state highway network (RAMM data and heaves and shoves) and two on the 
local roads network (marker posts and CBD Cleaning). In the previous month there were 3 non-
compliances on the SH network and one on local roads (unsealed road shape). This performance 
measure remains well below threshold levels. 

Marlborough Roads Activities 
Corridor Access Request (CAR) management continues to require a significant and additional 
resource within the office.  There is no doubt about the value of the process with excellent levels of 
pavement reinstatement now achieved.   

A Top of the South Technical Advisory Group meeting was attended by Mr Porter and Mr Murrin.  The 
joined up approach between Nelson City, Tasman District and Marlborough with the Regional Land 
Transport Plan has been worthwhile and some further planning is proposed to enhance this work as 
we start to think about the next National Land Transport Plan. 

Issues arose with logging trucks using Kaituna Tuamarina Track contrary to consent conditions.  
Marlborough Roads effected urgent upgrading to the River Road with a contribution from logging 
companies. 

Mr Porter attended and provided evidence at the Resource Consent hearing for commercial 
development at the Elevation. 

A bridge deck failed on the Avondale Bridge during passage of a logging truck.   This required 
emergency repairs. 

Staff have attended a Lifelines meeting and Emergency Management meetings. 

Project Status 

State Highways 
The design for the proposed Spring Creek SH 1 Roundabout now requires Kiwirail approval.   
Marlborough Roads will lodge an application for construction funding approval.   

The Prime Minister has announced that construction of the Opawa Bridge can proceed.  Construction 
is likely to commence early in 2018.   
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The Strategic Case for improvements to the Picton to Christchurch SH 1 route is complete and 
proposed to be considered by The Transport Agency’s Value Assurance Committee in April 2016. 

Design work is underway for the Spring Creek to Grovetown cycle path. 

Local Roads 
The contract for Tyntesfield Bridge has been held up with discussions with residents.  

A contract has also been awarded for the replacement of three smaller bridges (Godsiffs, Waitaria 
No.2 and Para) to Fulton Hogan. Construction of these will get underway in March. 

The Picton High Street CBD works are complete.  Works are continuing on the Picton Lookout 
walkway expected to be complete mid-March. 

 
Picton Lookout Walkway 

This year’s footpath resurfacing is progressing well and is now 90% complete. 

Communications 
Marlborough Roads staff have consulted with many sectors of the community. The following table 
identifies some of those contacts made during the month. 

Wairau Valley residents Road Issues 
Bike Walk Marlborough Meeting 
Road Safety Action Meeting Cycling Issues 
Renwick – Boyce Street Residents Logging Trucks 
Picton S&C Strategy group Transport issues 
Ngakuta Bay Residents Roading issues 
Marlborough lines Met with Mike Gerard – Road Issues 
Kiwirail Port Issues 
Marlborough Lines Operational meeting 
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Customer Database Information 
The following information is taken from the Transport Agency’s CRMS database for January 2016 
based on 151 contacts. 

Compliment 2% 
Comment 49% 
Requests 39% 
Complaints 7% 
Feedback 3% 
Other 0% 

The following information is taken from the Transport Agency’s CRMS database for February 2016 
based on 152 contacts. 

Compliment 2% 
Comment 69% 
Requests 24% 
Complaints 3% 
Feedback 1% 
Other 1% 

Road Safety 

All Crashes 
Crash incidents are low for January and February.  Data for February is not yet available as there is 
usually a lag between police attendance and data entry into the national database.  The following 
information is current at time of reporting. 
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Zero Harm 
The Transport Agency continues to develop its Zero Harm Policy and is working with its suppliers to 
improve Health and Safety Outcomes.  HEB Construction are part of a trial with the Transport Agency 
to develop best Health and Safety practice referred in the General section at the start of this report  
The following is now part of the HEB/Opus JV reporting: 

Near Misses (involving Vehicle) Nil 

Near Misses (not involving vehicle) - Uncomfortable working close to live lane on 
narrow winding road 

- Traffic speeding through work site 

Plant Damage only - Broom truck guard bent when struck 
unknown object 

- Grader door blew open in strong wind and 
window broke 

First aid injury (FAI) Nil 

Medical Treatment Injury (MTI) 
© HEB Opus Joint Venture 2016 

23 

Restrict Work Injury (RWI) Nil 

Lost Time Injury (LTI) Nil 

Fatality Nil 

Marlborough Roads has reported no near miss incidents. 
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Rivers and Drainage Section – Activity Report 
(Information prepared by Geoff Dick, Steve Bezar, Kevin McFall, David Aires, Jan van der Vliet, 
Hai Trieu)  R700-014-01 

Preliminary Storm Event Report: 17–19 February 2016 
A reasonable rainfall/storm event, originating from a west to north-west direction, was recorded which 
took place between midnight from 17 February to noon 19 February 2016.  

This affected the upper catchments of the Wairau River; Wairau Dip Flat, Branch, Waihopai and the 
Upper and Mid Awatere catchments of the Awatere River. 

A peak rain fall was recorded in the Waihopai catchment of up to 24 mm/hr in the evening of 
17 February.  

Wairau River Flood Watch showed a flow of 2,588 m³/s but was recalculated, following gauging, to 
2,200 m³/s which was a ± 3 year return period. The Wairau Diversion erodible bank (purposely 
designed for an event of this nature) overtopped and breached at a flow of about 1,400 m³/s. This 
erodible bank has since been reinstated as well as the flow split upstream of the State Highway 1 
Bridge.   

The Waihopai River recorded a flow 574 m³/s, a ± 5 year return period flood.  During an aerial 
inspection we observed some areas of bank damage and an overflow from the main channel into 
vineyards at Shandon Road.  

Awatere River also recorded a relatively high flow of 350 m³/s which would indicate a ± 10 year return 
period flood. 

A specific storm event report will be completed analysing this specific occurrence in relation to: event 
return periods for the relevant rivers, damage that may have occurred to protection works and 
proposed mitigation works which will be reported to Council in due course. 

Wairau River 

  

A section of riverbank immediately downstream of the SH 1 and rail bridges was given a capital 
upgrade with 1047t rock placed along approx. 60m section. This involved delicately operating around 
rail bridge piers and the odd keen swim-jumper!  The adjacent reach of stop bank also attracted some 
overdue maintenance with vegetation removal and patch repairs with silts and sown to grass now with 
good access along the carriageway. 
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Further rock repairs have been completed at G19 with approx. 228t being placed to further strengthen 
the training bank groynes head.  

 
Finished repairs made to head of Training Bank WATB19 

Mechanical fairway clearing has started (and is still in progress) removing unwanted established 
woody vegetation from the design fairway. Working in parallel with this is a fairway spraying 
programme targeting areas with smaller woody weeds coming away. 

 
Mechanical Fairway Clearing in progress (Waihopai to SH 6 Reach) 

Wairau flow split at SH 1 
Works to reinstate the flow split were completed 4 March 2016. The erodible diversion bank 
reinstatement was completed immediately following from 8 March 2016. 

 
D8 Dozer at work finishing off flow-split reinstatement, upstream SH 1 Bridge. 
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Wairau Floodplain and Tributaries 

Omaka River 
Fairway spraying has been completed from confluence with Opawa River upstream to Tyntesfield 
Road Bridge. Minor sections with fallen/wind-blown trees have also been dealt with. 

Fairhall River  
A stream maintenance-run has been completed and consisted of tree removal and some minor 
re-battering of erodible banks from New Renwick Road Bridge downstream to Grahams Road.  

Gibsons Creek (just downstream of Waihopai intake) 
The flood event of 18 February caused significant damage to both Gibson Creek river intakes and also 
the Waihopai intake canal.  A large quantity of fine sediment (from the Waihopai River) filled in the 
intake canal and this had to be removed prior to reinstating full intake flow levels. Both Gibsons and 
SVIS intakes were reinstated on 25 February 2016 with some minor modifications carried out on SVIS 
on 29 February 2016 following reducing Wairau river levels.  

A 1200m section of Gibsons Creek (North branch, between Hammond and Bedford Roads) had trees 
and weed removed from its channel. Significant edge creep and vegetation had blocked the waterway 
causing localised flooding to landowners’ gardens and vineyard headlands. 

 
Vegetation removal from Gibsons Creek Vegetation clearing on berm at SVIS 

Berm clearing adjacent to the Southern Valleys sediment pond has been completed in anticipation for 
cleaning out of the pond scheduled for later this year. 

Taylor River (Burleigh to Dam)  
Fairway spraying (typically spot-spraying) over this entire reach has been completed.  

Some temporary channel improvement works have been completed adjacent to the Paintball site. This 
work provides temporary protection to the eroding bankline and makes cycling and walking 
significantly safer in the meantime also.  Old river protection rock was recovered and stockpiled, and 
will be re-used when more permanent works can be provided for, possibly next financial year – 
2016/17.   
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Channel improvement works at Paintball site, Taylor River. 

Wither Hills 

 
 Re-loading hopper   Aerial application  

The mechanical treatment of tunnel gully erosion has now been completed over approximately 35ha in 
two catchments – Mapp’s West and Dungey’s East. Concentrated pelletized lime was applied aerially 
on 11/2/2016. A start will soon be made on the final cultivation and seeding of these areas. Another 
small block has been treated for gorse, broom and other unwanted weed species just below 
‘stonehenge’. This work was carried out delicately by hand in and around established native and 
Manuka species. 

Further disruptions and water supply issues were dealt with including pump cleans and suction 
tightening, water pipes and fittings replacements. 

Nursery 
Singling up of stools, pruning and inter-row spraying has just been completed. Boundary mowing and 
weed-eating has also been completed.  After not seeing a lot of activity up into January of the giant 
willow aphid (GWA) there was an increase in observed numbers in February with our first pesticide 
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spraying taking place in late February. A week after this spraying the numbers have again exploded, 
so a second round of spraying will be actioned as soon as possible. 

Stormwater Pumping Stations 

Boyce Street 
Concrete headwalls were built at inlet to replace rusted wired gabion baskets. 

 

Rouses 
One flood pump has been lifted out for overhaul and refit. 

Roberts  
One flood pump has been lifted out for overhaul and refit.  
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Dublin Street, Picton 
Both existing pumps are suffering severe corrosion resulting from the semi saline environment they 
are situated in.  One pump will be lifted out shortly for a heavy overhaul.  New parts including a 
precast bell mouth and a deflector section have arrived. The refurbished pump will be coated with 
marine grade anti-corrosion protection paint before reinstallation. 

The second pump will be lifted out and overhauled next financial year.  

Alabama Road 
The auxiliary generator’s battery failed so was replaced with a new one. The power unit will be 
serviced and fresh fuel pumped into the tank in March. 

Main Street 
We have now sorted the power supply for the upgraded pump station.  The existing transformer on 
SH 1 has sufficient capacity to run the pump station so we will retain this station as a simple mains 
supply but with plug and power switch so it could be run on a mobile generator in an emergency.  The 
existing 400v line into the station does however require an upgraded cable. Marlborough Lines will 
shortly supply a price for the new underground supply.  

The priority is to now finalise the land purchase easement arrangements with the owner.  We are 
actively working to complete this. Marlborough Lines has advised they cannot liven the new supply 
cable until a suitable easement is in place. 

All pump stations 
Tazing around pump sheds completed. 

Chaytors, Rouses, Roberts 
We have obtained a quote for installing telemetry (remote monitoring) at these stations from Laser 
Electrical. We are waiting for second and third price from Cresswell Electrical and Southern Water 
Engineering before proceeding with this upgrade.   

The telemetry data will enable rapid repair of faults and lift the reliability of these remote stations.  It 
will also supply good data to assist in determining how often storm inflows exceed the capacity of 
these stations and whether future capacity upgrades are warranted. 

Taylor River 
Manual weed cut is underway at Riverside Park for the shallow sections with the help of weedboat 
cutting the main channel.  
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Two sections of stopbank have been scheduled for repair.  In both cases the damage was caused by 
the actions of former landowners.  The minor repairs to the section of stopbank at John Street are 
complete.  We are working with a new owner at Hiley Street to complete some repairs before a new 
garage is built limiting access to the landward side of the bank. 

Three sections of Taylor River stopbank have now been identified for capital upgrades and to bring at 
least the river face and crest of the stopbank into the Council managed land – the Taylor River 
reserve.  A report with recommendations is proposed to be presented to the May meeting of the 
Assets & Services Committee. 

Taylor Dam 
Detailed survey in preparation for the spillway upgrade is complete. In April we will work with our dam 
advisors Tonkin & Taylor to determine the final scope of the spillway upgrades that were 
recommended in the recent safety review.  

Upper Opawa River 
The control gate at the upstream end of the loop has been lifted out for overhaul after 50 years serving 
its job. The general level of corrosion was higher than expected so we have instructed Eckford 
Engineering to manufacture a new gate to the original specifications.  A temporary reinforced concrete 
gate has been installed while the new gate is being built. 

A just completed underwater survey of the downstream gate indicates a similar level of corrosion.  
This gate is proposed to be lifted out for repair or replacement next financial year.  We also need to 
clear the outlet apron of a build-up of rocks so that the timber side hung gates can automatically close 
properly during a Taylor River flood event. 

 

Large willows downstream of the Grove Road Bridge are being removed and or trimmed to open up 
the floodway.  Next financial year it is planned to follow with some channel widening and native 
restoration planting.  
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Lower Opawa River 
Overhanging willow branches has been cut back at 3111 SH 1. The main summer mechanical weed 
cut of the lower river is complete. 

The stopbank retaining wall upgrade adjacent to the Boathouse Theatre is about 70% complete.  The 
next step is for Crafar Crouch Construction/TC Nichols to re-establish the footpath and reseal.  The 
footpath will then be reopened for general traffic. 

Reshaping and landscaping of the loop side of the stopbank will follow once the existing fence in 
Council land is removed and replaced with a temporary construction fence along the Wadsco 
Commercials boundary. 

Wither Hill Streams 
An overgrown section of Mapps waterway at 158 Dry Hills Lane has been mowed. The channel will be 
reshaped when all the grass is rotted down.  Over time silt has accumulated here reducing flood 
capacity. 

Drainage Maintenance 
Autumn drain inspections completed and work scheduled to start on 7 March. 

Wallaces Overflow excavated; 112 metres. 

Marris Creek outlet post flood gravel removal; 270 metres. 

Prepare for excavation works in the lower Riverlands Coop drain.  Iwi and DOC consultation required. 

Further discussions with Marlborough Lines regarding Alabama Rd pole upgrade. 

Investigate report of eel mortalities in Pembers Road area drains. 

Drain Extension Project 
Survey and excavate Morgans Road Drain, Hoddies Drain, Dillons Point Drain, Willies Drain, and 
Flatlands Drain.  1795 metres excavated. 

Survey, pending excavation; Adrian’s Drain, Noname Drain. 
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Floodway Reserves 
· Renew electric fence unit Res 21. 

· Prepare fertiliser application Upper Opawa Res 47D. 

· Some autumn mowing Res 18 Thompsons Ford Rd, Res 39 Foxes Island pre Grape Ride event. 

Picton, Sounds and Awatere 

Waikawa and Waitohi Rivers 
Minor waterways maintenance including removal of vegetation and spot spraying weed species in 
localised areas has been completed.   This included an additional channel maintenance run through 
the Crafar Crouch yard in Kent Street which had become heavily overgrown over the warm summer. 

Wilson Street, Havelock 
Discussions continue with one landowner to see if we can reach agreement on access for stopbank 
and channel upgrade works to improve the level of flood protection to neighbouring owners across the 
street. 

Investigation and Miscellaneous 

Lower Wairau River Stopbank Improvement Works  

“Ngati Rarua Reach” Progress (True Left Bank) 
· The archaeological assessment was completed in reference to the previously completed 

Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) by Tiakina te Taiao Ltd. The archaeological assessment 
report was rectified / approved by Ngati Rarua Runanga at the Hui on 12 February 2016. 

· The archaeological authority application to Heritage NZ was lodged on 23 February 2016. 

· The application will cover the geotechnical investigations and subsequent ‘major’ 
construction works. Approval to commence these works will take up to 20 working days from 
the date of lodgement. 

· Simultaneously, consultation will take place with Te Runanga a Rangitane o Wairau and 
Ngati Kuia. Although not directly affected by the proposed works their “interests” are directly 
located downstream of the project area. 

· Geotechnical investigations are now being planned for the end of April 2016 to ascertain the 
availability of material, along the river reach, to construct the stopbank upgrades. 

Renwick Lower Terrace – Flood Risk Assessment and Mitigation 
Options Development 
Aurecon Consulting Engineers commenced the project at the end of August 2015; the projected 
completion date of the analysis and final report is the end of March 2016. 
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PHASE 1 
· Scoping Report: findings and recommendations on data / reports review (including the 

previous options analysis), verification and data gap analysis; project methodology update 
including project time frame and project management set-up – COMPLETED. 

PHASE 2 
· Development of hydraulic model(s) for the open channel systems and ‘floodplain areas’, 

including secondary flow paths, hazard / inundation areas: a verified model to understand 
and assess the performance of the existing systems – COMPLETED. 

· Investigate and build upon previously developed upgrading scenarios; assessing the 
potential flood risk impact on future development scenarios through mitigation option 
analysis: Hydraulic Analysis Report – COMPLETED. 

PHASE 3 
· Developments of mitigation upgrade options; concept design, costing and methodology / 

priority of implementation: Mitigation Options Report - ONGOING. 

PHASE 4 
· Draft of the final report which summarises the current flood risk assessment mitigation 

options, selection process and priority programme of implementation, including identification 
of residual risk: Renwick Lower Terrace – Flood Risk Assessment & Mitigation Report – 
ONGOING. 

Gravel Extraction 
§ The annual gravel allocation year commences on 1 March each year. 

Gravel extraction figures for the 11 month period up to 31 January 2016 is as follows 
Wairau River - “Waihopai River confluence to the Ferry Road Bridge”, 
where the annual allocation has been reduced to 109,000 m3 for 
2015/16. 

92,677 m3 = 85% 
of annual 
allocation 

Other rivers within in the district (incl. Sounds, Upper Wairau & 
Awatere) 65,223 m3 

Total volume of extraction for the Marlborough District is: 157,900 m3 

§ Although gravel extraction is below the volume taken at this time for the last four years, it is 
expected the extraction will pick up as the end of allocation year on 29/2/2015 approaches, 
(see plot below). 

§ The Wairau River bed levels are currently being surveyed to enable the 2017 gravel allocation 
review. 

§ Gravel sales from MDC stockpiles up to 31 January 2016 is 67 m3. Little demand.  

Proposed extraction 2016/17 
The current extraction policy is for allocation volumes to reduce to 98,000 m3 from the Wairau River 
below the Waihopai confluence.  This volume is likely to be well below commercial demand. 

During the survey for the new policy period discussions with Bruce McLauclan, a long time landowner 
at the end of Wratts Road highlighted that our survey was not picking up well the large established 
beach at the end of Wratts Road.  Until now the beach was considered land locked and not easily 
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accessible for extraction.  The beach is clearly visibly high and places extreme pressure on north bank 
protection works.  Some extraction is appropriate and can be undertaken on top of the base 98,000 m3 
base allocation. 

Following further discussions with Marlborough Roads, Fulton Hogan and Bruce McLauchlan a one off 
extraction of 15,000 m3 using Wratts Road and an existing formed access road through the McLauclan 
property is proposed.  This will commence after the grape harvest and on completion of some 
necessary haul road upgrades. 

Shortly we will write to all landowners in Wratts Road advising of the proposed works.  The road will be 
monitored for condition during the work and extraction suspended if wet weather or other factors 
cause unacceptable impacts to the sealed surface. 

The success or otherwise of the extraction will help inform the new four year policy period 
commencing either March or July 2017. 

 

Quarries 

Pukaka 
The new outline plans for the Pukaka Quarry extension are being delivered to the neighbouring 
landowner.  A quick response is not expected. 

Hillersden 
Bryant Earthmoving has just submitted their return for the year ending February 2016.  They 
processed and carted out a total of 4200 m3 of aggregate sized material for vineyard access tracks 
and similar.  There is plenty more there.  
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Planning and Development Section 

Francis Street Stormwater Mains Replacement Contract 
(Information prepared by Brett Walker, Infrastructure Projects Engineer) C315-15-24 

The old steel Francis Street stormwater 
mains and stormwater laterals are at the 
end of their life and are being replaced to 
prevent further failure in this area. They 
had started to fail and had been 
responsible for a blockage that caused 
flooding of the Kinross Street carpark 
around the Stadium and movie theatre. 

The contract is for installation of 
approximately 270 m of 1.0 m diameter 
concrete mains, and 200 m of 100 mm 
diameter uPVC lateral connections. The 
value of the contract is $772,579.15. 

Simcox Construction was awarded the 
contract on 19 January, made a start on 
site 18 February, and intends to 
complete the project by 1 June 2016. 

Construction started at the intersection 
of Francis Street and Redwood Street. 
While traffic control in this area is 
challenging, it appears to be working 
very well. 

Groundwater levels are being kept to a 
minimum with dewatering of the trenches 
via pumping methods to the downstream 
stormwater system. Silt mitigation 
methods are in place within a chamber 
above the work site; heavy silts are 
being captured and disposed of on a daily basis. Slight discolouration of the water entering the Taylor 
River is evident, however at what appears to be an acceptable level. 

As work progresses toward the Medical Centre Simcox Construction will consult with the affected 
parties, and plan work to minimise disruption to their access. 
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Services and Operations 

Commercial Industrial Waste Sorting Facility (CIF) 
Construction 
(Information prepared by Alec McNeil, Solid Waste Manager) C315-14-26 

Construction Progress 
The construction works commenced on time (9 February 2016). The excavation of old landfill material 
as part of the groundworks package is nearing completion. To date some 4,500 tonnes of unsuitable 
material has been removed and taken to Bluegums for disposal. At this stage no drawing down of 
contingency sums is expected. 

Building consent application has been submitted and is expected to be issued towards the end of 
March 2016.  

Building concrete wall panels are under construction at the Contractor’s (T&D Construction (2010) 
Limited) plant in Blenheim. Erection of the building structure is scheduled to begin in April 2016. 

Temporary Transfer Station 
The Blenheim temporary transfer station is now co-located on the greenwaste site and has been in 
operation since 8 February 2016. Some queueing is being experienced at the weekends but this is 
expected to drop off as the autumn months approach. Site user numbers are similar to the same 
period as last year but obviously these are in addition to greenwaste customers. 

Project Progress 

Further information on the CIF can be found at www.marlborough.govt.nz/Services/Recycling-
Resource-Recovery/Commercial-Industrial-Sorting-Facility.aspx. 
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Havelock Water Supply Update – March 2016 
(Information prepared by Stephen Rooney) W460-001-011-01 

Mid last year Council commissioned Pattle Delamore Partners to complete a desk top study to bring 
together as much information as possible about potential sources of water to supply the Havelock 
community in future.  The need for this has come about because in the last three summers water from 
the supply bores has shown elevated chloride (salinity) concentrations and to plan for the growth of 
this community in future. The salinity has not been at a level of health significance or detectable to 
taste however the trend has been increasing.  Or at least it was until this summer. 

Over this summer salinity measurements are not detecting saltwater intrusion as was the case over 
the last three summers.  The monitoring results are currently the same as they are normally over the 
winter months.  This may be due to there being no prolonged periods of low flow in the Kaituna River 
which has helped with recharging of the aquifer over summer. The supply has met demand with a few 
exceptions in the last half of December and mid-February when demand exceeded the bore pump 
capacity for short durations.  During these periods storage was enabling demand to be met. 

A variety of options are available for future supply, including surface water sources from the Pelorus 
and Kaituna Rivers as well as groundwater sources. In general, groundwater sources are preferable to 
surface water sources because of the reduced treatment and monitoring costs. An ideal replacement 
supply would comply with the Drinking Water Standards for New Zealand (2005) (DWSNZ) criteria for 
a ‘secure source’ as well as providing enough water to replace the current consented volume 
(2,000 m3/day). In addition, a replacement source located close to Havelock would be preferable in 
order to minimise the costs of transporting water to the community. 

The report has identified two areas with potential to supply the Havelock Community with water from 
groundwater sources in future that would overcome the salinity issue.  One south of the existing wells 
near Okaramio shows water test pumped from a well at 20 litres per second.  This is approximately 
14 km south of the existing wells.  This is a significant distance but necessary because the area 
immediately south of the existing wells is subject to the salinity problem, wells drilled downstream of 
the Sandford shell dump are likely to be affected with increased nitrates as is beginning to show up in 
the environment near the shell dump.  This yield is higher than we have currently but only gives an 
increase of about 10 to 15%.  The groundwater in this location is likely to be a source of water flow to 
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Are Are Creek.  Therefore seeking resource consent to take water from a well which might affect flows 
in Are Are Creek might meet with objections. 

The other option is sourcing water from the Pelorus catchment, either surface water taken direct from 
the river or a bore near the river.  The drawback with water from the river is that treatment costs will be 
high when the river is discoloured after a rainfall event.  There is evidence to show that there are good 
volumes of water in the aquifer particularly north of Canvastown on the north side of the Pelorus River.  
However existing wells are shallow, this doesn’t mean there is no water at deeper depths just that 
those wells have been drilled to a depth to provide the volume of water required. There are no known 
deep bores in this area, so drilling for a deeper (secure) groundwater source would be an exploratory 
venture. In addition, in order to avoid potential saline intrusion effects similar to those already being 
experienced, a bore in the Pelorus Valley would need to be located some distance up the valley. 

Council and the Havelock Water Group have recommended that an exploratory well is drilled in the 
Pelorus River valley. This will determine if a deep aquifer source of water can be found which could 
supply the Havelock water demand for the future and meets the criteria for a secure source as set out 
in the Drinking Water Standards for New Zealand (2005) (DWSNZ).  A secure source will significantly 
reduce water treatment cost.  Staff are investigating options for the drilling of an exploratory well. 

Members of the community have suggested there could be sufficient sources of water in Douslins 
Gully, south of Havelock. Staff are considering this source.  A meeting with local property owners and 
a walk over the area has been completed.  An investigation to determine the catchment volumes of 
the two main areas in the Gully is now underway. 

Renwick Water Supply 
(Information prepared by Stephen Rooney) W450-004-007-03 

Throughout the summer the Wairau aquifer at the Renwick water supply bores has been very low.  
This is similar to the last three summers.  For a comparison of this year to last year see the graph 
below.  

Again periods of rain at crucial times increasing flows in the Wairau River has replenished the aquifer.   

 

The difference this summer however has been the reaction and support shown by the community.  
Council has been providing regular updates of the state of the aquifer, the volume of water being used 
daily, the reservoir levels and rainfall updates.  This information was placed on Council’s website, 
issued in media releases weekly and provided to Renwick’s Smart & Connected Water Group.  They 
in turn have forwarded this to email groups.  At last count this was going out to 160 registered 
subscribers.  The information provided was in the form of graphs such as the one above and 
statements as below. 

The support shown by the community has avoided the necessity to put water restrictions in place. 
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The Planning & Development team are progressing with planning for the capital upgrades needed to 
improve Renwick’s water supply as set out in the Long Term Plan.  The next stage is for the test 
pumping of the wells in Conders Bend Road as reported at last month’s Committee meeting. 

The last media release is as follows: 

Renwick has escaped water restrictions 
Renwick community has earned itself the waterwise title this summer, getting through a long dry 
period without the need for water restrictions. 

Voluntary water conservation practices coupled with a couple of late summer downpours saved the 
township from any bans on domestic water use.   

Recent rain saw the Wairau River rise but also brought dirty water into the township wells. However 
that has now cleared. 

“Gibson’s Creek and the Wairau River have each cleared sufficiently for the water supply to be 
restored to the flow rates in place before the flooding. The bore pumps are back to 90% of their 
maximum capacity, delivering 55 litres per second,” says Council’s Maintenance and Operations 
Engineer Stephen Rooney. 

The aquifer has been steadily recovering since the rain and the high river flows, he said. 

“Before last week’s rain the aquifer was 1250 mm above the top of the well pumps. Today it is 
1870 mm above and still rising even though the pumping rate has been lifted by 5 l/s to 55 l/s.” 

Mr Rooney said the state of the aquifer, along with the cooling weather, means the need for voluntary 
water restrictions in Renwick has passed for this season. 

“Without the great effort by the Renwick community there would certainly have been water restrictions 
just as there had been in the past three summers.  Instead we’ve seen what a dedicated group can 
achieve by working with the wider community to ensure everyone understands the challenge and 
works together to manage in the dry conditions.”  

Councillor Cynthia Brooks says Renwick’s Smart and Connected Water Group, ably led by 
Budyon  Hill, had made a real difference, leading the community through the challenges of a very dry 
summer. 

“Councillors and Council staff will be working with this group to provide effective communication on the 
progress toward a new water supply for Renwick over the next three years.” 

Brian FM Use of Takorika and Wither Hills Designated 
Communications Sites 
(Information prepared by Stephen Rooney) W400-001-01 

Brian FM is a community minded independent radio station.  Its broadcast covers Blenheim, Picton 
and Seddon. 

Late last year they sought and were given approval to occupy a site at Tokorika to enable them to 
broadcast into Havelock.  They will take up some space in the building that is shared between 
Marlborough Lines and Council.  There is a specific space in the building for other user’s particularly 
emergency services.  They are to begin broadcasting to Havelock in the middle of this year. 

As part of the occupation at Takorika Brian FM will enable Council’s Emergency Services (Civil 
Defence) to broadcast emergency messages into Havelock.  
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America possesses a nationwide Emergency Alert System where local authorities can take control of 
radio transmitters for emergency messaging at any time. There is no such system in New Zealand.  
Their proposal will change this. 

Brian FM has extended their request for use of the Takorika site and now also wish to partner with the 
Marlborough District Council and Marlborough Emergency Services to create a one of a kind audio 
emergency broadcast system for the region. 

Effectively a switch will be provided at the EMOC which when “flicked” will cease normal music 
broadcasting and instead enable the Emergency Operations Centre to broadcast live verbal 
emergency messages and information. 

Currently Brian FM broadcast from a site at the top of Redwood Street.  This site is reliant on the 
internet which would be a weakness and likely to fail during an emergency event. Experiences prove 
the internet and cellphone coverage being commonly the first impacted by any emergency. 

To eliminate reliance on this more fragile infrastructure Brian FM would change to a robust FM Radio 
link to these locations. However to achieve this involves agreement to move their existing Blenheim 
transmitter equipment to a higher elevation on the Wither Hills. This single step eliminates the reliance 
on the internet and enables the Picton and Seddon transmitters a strong enough signal picked up on 
100.9FM to rebroadcast to local residents. 

The site being considered is a new one being set up by Marlborough Lines on the ridge above the 
Wither Hills reservoir.  This is within the radio communications designated area.  This site is part of the 
ML radio communications network but space has been provided within the building for emergency 
services. 

ML have agreed in principle for Brian FM to occupy this providing they continue to provide the 
emergency messaging service, subject to a satisfactory lease and access agreement, and Brian FM 
paying for the use of power. 

The messaging system proposed will require a small amount of infrastructure at EMOC, a micro wave 
dish on the roof of the building and an internet connection.  Others such as the police already have an 
internet connection as proposed. 

This proposal provides, at virtually no cost, a reliable and robust emergency broadcast system for 
communication directly to local residents in Blenheim, Picton, Seddon, Havelock and their surrounding 
regions.  Brian FM’s report their coverage within Marlborough is already larger than other radio 
networks broadcasting in Marlborough. 

Brian FM will also provide non-emergency broadcast messages from time to time for Council priorities. 
Recorded by Council and sent for broadcast in amongst normal programming on Brian FM. 
5-10 seconds each. 

Daily messaging on Brian FM to inform listeners we have an established link to Emergency Services, 
stating in times of emergency, Brian FM will pass their transmitters directly over to emergency 
services, and for residents to tune in for essential messages. 

It is expected that Council will also advertise through other channels how emergency messages will be 
broadcast through this system.  Asking the community to switch to Brian FM when its likely emergency 
messages will be broadcast such as during an earthquake or some other civil defence emergency. 

What about the other radio stations such as More FM, The Hits (Radio Marlborough)? These stations 
and all local media could be encouraged to get the emergency updates as broadcast on Brian FM by 
simply listening and relaying the same information in their own way, or maybe even rebroadcasting the 
messages directly in the case of a region wide emergency (this is common practice in the USA during 
emergencies until they establish their own staffing to cover the event).  Also the standard media 
statements could go out in the normal manner. 

This new system isn’t to replace what is already established but to enhance it. 
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Staff are continuing to work with Brian FM to enable their shift to the ML building and designated area 
on the Wither Hills this will establish the emergency messaging service. 

Renwick Water Capital Programme Review 
(Information prepared by Stephen Rooney) W460-001-016-01 

During the February 2016 Assets & Services Committee meeting a paper regarding Renwick’s new 
water source and testing of it was presented.  The paper discussed the merits of laying the pipe from 
the wells to the Tyler Creek permanently or temporarily.  This pipe is necessary to take water away 
from the test pumping so that it does not interfere with well recharging during the test.  During 
discussion a question was posed asking why the total Renwick water supply capital program couldn’t 
be undertaken earlier than was set out in the Long Term Plan.  This was reported in the Marlborough 
Express.  Members of the Renwick Water user Group have then asked “yes, why can’t it be completed 
earlier” 

Staff have reviewed the program in answer to this question.  The table below sets out what is in the 
LTP and what might be achievable if budgeting allowed. 

 Proposed 2016/17 Annual 
Plan dates 

Earliest work could be 
completed 

Test pump Conders Bend, includes 
gaining resource consent for test 

2015/16 August 2016 

Evaluating test pump data, lodging and 
gaining resource consent for new wells 

February 2017 February 2017 

Gaining designation for Reservoir site 
(additional section) 

February 2017 February 2017 

Reservoir Construction 2017/18 September 2017 

Water treatment plant 2018/19 September 2018 

Universal water metering   

(subject to consultation)  2017/18  

Notes:  The reservoir and treatment plant cannot be constructed concurrently because there is 
insufficient space on the site for both tasks to be completed together and to maintain water storage 
during the course of the work.  The new reservoir has to be built first after demolishing some of the 
existing reservoir tanks, leaving the balance of the tanks to supply water to Renwick.  On completion 
of commissioning the new reservoir the remaining tanks can be demolished to allow construction of 
the treatment plant to proceed. 

The revised program doesn’t allow for delays which might occur due to resource consent objections 
and the additional consultation which might be necessary. 

The reviewed program gains six months for completion of the overall project.  The review did not 
consider the implication to budgeting; this was to be undertaken if it were possible to make significant 
time savings. 

If it were possible to undertake portions of this project concurrently at the treatment plant site 
additional time savings could be achieved, however, the necessity to retain storage and the confined 
area of the site do not allow this. 

It’s considered the project timeline should remain unchanged. 
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Emergency Management Activity Report 
(Information prepared by Brian Paton/Gary Spence) E200-001-003-04, E200-002-006-03 

Emergency Management 
Five tsunami open days have now been held in Blenheim, Okiwi Bay, Picton, Havelock and Rarangi.  
The overwhelming response from the communities was positive and all were pleased that the tsunami 
inundation mapping was being shared.  People responded well to the key messages that emphasised 
personal responsibility to evacuate given certain earthquake criteria that they could all understand.  
Okiwi Bay residents are keen to develop their own response procedures through the fire force 
volunteers so they have been provided with all the necessary mapping for their bay.  For the larger 
communities CDEM staff will work with individuals and agencies who expressed a desire to be 
involved to develop signage, recommended evacuation procedures and routes and, if required, further 
educational material. 

A recent newspaper story on the Marlborough Emergency Response Team generated a lot of interest 
from people enquiring about joining.  Gary currently has four potential candidates who would be 
suitable for the various roles. 

CDEM and the Marlborough Kaikoura Rural Fire Authority have decided to combine their incident 
management personnel (many of whom are volunteers) into a single emergency management focused 
Regional Incident Management Team (RIMT).  Prior to this decision both organisations were 
competing for members and duplicating training.  A vision, aims and goals of the new team have been 
established as has a training schedule for the remainder of the year.  This will build on the success 
that Gary has had in building the CDEM team up and will enable members to focus in on their roles 
and be involved in task specific training rather than as a whole group. 

GNS Science is currently carrying out some intensive research on the alpine fault.  Brian met with all 
the other South Island Group Manager’s recently in reaction to GNS’s latest prediction that there’s a 
50% chance that the fault will seriously rupture in the next 50 years (probably around Franz of Fox).  
The consensus was that a South Island wide response plan is required and given that Marlborough is 
hopefully one of the least effected Groups we will have a significant role to play.  It is hoped a bid for 
funding (@ $200,000 over two years) to the Ministry of CDEM will be successful to engage a project 
manager to lead the work.  After the initial planning it is expected another three years could be taken 
to complete the work.  Each Group will have to contribute local information and time to the plan. 

The start of the Marlborough Emergency Management Group Plan review has been delayed till after 
Easter due to the Ministry only being able to process one plan review at a time.  Currently the target 
date is for the Assets & Services Committee to sign off the next five year plan at its meeting on 
29 November.  
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Reserves and Amenities Section Activity Report 
(Information prepared by Rosie Bartlett, Robert Hutchinson, Robin Dunn, Grahame Smail, 
Mark Witehira, Robyn Blackburn, Murray Morgan, Brad Molony)  R510-009-000-01 

Blenheim Parks and Reserves 

Pollard Park 

 
This seasons annual display celebrating Pollards’ 100 anniversary 

Maintenance is the main priority in the gardens. Making sure the park is weeded and tidy for the 
events, cruise boat visits, as well as the people of Blenheim. 

We have had two big events in Pollard Park over the last few weeks. First was the summer concert in 
the park, then two weeks later with the multi-cultural festival. Both events were very well attended. 

With a lot of cruise boats this season the park has been very busy with busloads of people coming to 
visit park. 

The boats have also caused a problem for the staff because one of the Picton Welcoming Committee 
for the cruise boats has taken to acquiring flowers from the Pollard gardens to use in the flower sprays 
that they give to the passengers. The lady asked for permission to take the flowers but was turned 
down so then took it upon herself to remove the flowers anyway. 

The flowers that were taken from the park are what the passengers from the boats come to see and 
also what the Blenheim public view. This is very disappointing and staff are endeavouring to put an 
end to the practice. 
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Seymour 
Ongoing maintenance is being carried out at Seymour. The annual beds have all been weeded and 
dead headed, gardens hoed and edges flicked up. All other areas of Seymour Square weeded and 
tidied. 

Lansdowne  Park 
The week before the Crusaders/Hurricanes fixture at the park, the turf was hit by fungal infection. 
Large patches of turf were brown for the fixture and have subsequently died off and now need repair. 

This work is underway but this work will delay the usage of the ground for club rugby till mid-April. 

 
Lansdowne Park 

Riverlands Reserve  
Work underway to renew and tidy the plantings that screen the Riverlands Industrial site 

 
Riverlands Reserve 
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Boathouse Walkway 
Part of this walkway has been closed off while flood walls have been strengthened. 

 

Grovetown Lagoon  

Planting and weed control 
Several working bees have been held and significant weed control and release spraying has been 
done under contract. 

Walking Track 
Grant funding has been secured for over half the cost of the first bridge along the perimeter walkway. 
Another $20,000 is required to build the bridge and other funding options are being explored. 

Wither Hills Farm Park 

Rifle Range Car Park  
The Request for Expression of Interest in the Café is due to be advertised next week. 

Events 
Mountain bike events along with orienteering, duathlons and Church BBQs are being held in the 
Farm Park. 

Mountain Bike and Walking Track Upgrade and Additional Signage 
The Mountain Bike Club has hand built a new trail called the Muncher Trail that traverses between the 
Stock Yard Track and Scenic Route.  This is an intermediate graded track.  Further trail development 
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is planned, however, will be done following the development plan, as funding allows and after 
consents and approvals are in place. 

Weed Control 
Spraying of mulched gorse in the mountain bike park will be necessary in autumn or spring before 
regrowth occurs. 

Two Yearly Outdoor Structure Inspections 
No major safety issues were found during the November 2015 inspection of the Reserve Sections 83 
structures, however recommended works are being carried out as budgets allow. 

Awatere and Flaxbourne Reserves 

Awatere 
A formal request is expected from the Awatere Rugby Club to name the Seddon sports pavilion this 
will be presented to the Assets & Services Committee. 

Flaxbourne 
The Awatere Pony Club in conjunction with the Flaxbourne Settlers’ Association will be building horse 
yards on the Ward Domain. The Pony Club have proposed that these yards will further the longevity of 
the Flaxbourne A & P show as outside entries can be accepted. This work is due to be completed 
before the A & P show on 27 March 2016. 

CBD Upgrade Projects 

Mitchell Sports Site 
All the sports equipment is now onsite, stored in the container. OCS staff will manage the equipment 
and container open and closing.  

Seating and signage, similar to below pics are being constructed at present. 

Mitchell’s Green on Wynen will be name of this area. 
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City Hotel Site 
The blackboard has now been completed. This will be followed very soon by the installation of Avian 
Artwork by Nicolas Dillon and students of Blenheim School. 

 
Signage is being constructed for the now named City Art Precinct. 

Bythell Place 
NELMAC is finalising construction details and tender specifications prior to this job going to the 
market. Work is expected to start after Easter. 

Market Place 
A concept plan for this site is being considered as an agenda item. Bean bags have been added to the 
area and have been very well received. 

Upper Market/Alfred Street 
Urban design consulting company Aiken Taylor Ltd have been engaged to work with the Blenheim 
Business Association to identify ways to enhance this area. Any designs will be brought back to the 
Committee. 

CBD Budgets  
The following preliminary budgets have been prepared to assist with projects aimed at revitalising 
Blenheim’s Central Business District. The capital budget was approved through the 2015-2025 Long 
Term Plan for the 2015/16 and 2016/17 periods. 

Project costs will be finalised once the detailed design is completed and works have been tendered. A 
large number of the newly introduced items such as planter boxes and large pots are relocatable 
providing flexibility to these CBD areas.  

Budget    $2,000,000  

Expenditure to 29/2/16     $226,027 

Projected expenditure  
Bythell Place      $320,000 
Market Place      $420,000 
Market St North      $380,000 
Gateways      $250,000 
Pocket parks        $25,000  

Contingency      $181,000 

Total    $1,802,027 
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Street Trees and Street Plots 

Hutcheson and John Street – Garden Plot 
A new seat and feature rock have now been installed to compliment the recent planting of the street 
plot opposite the new Civic Theatre.  The plot has been adopted by Blenheim School and the Ulysses 
Motorcycle Club, with a plaque soon to be installed on the rock.  Blenheim School children helped 
plant the garden and the club has supplied the rock and donated $1000 towards the seat. 

 
Hutcheson – John Street Garden Plot 

Street Tree – Public Enquiries 
An average of 10 street tree or vegetation enquiries are received weekly, with follow-up by contractors 
frequently required.  

Tree Watering 
Weekly street tree watering of young trees has been on-going over a very dry extended summer, with 
both young and established trees succumbing to the drought conditions in several areas.  

Footpath clearance and private vegetation control reminder - 
overhanging growth pruning  
Each year around this time, Council reminds property owners, property managers or tenants to check 
and if necessary prune their property frontage to ensure that vegetation does not impede footpath or 
road access. 

An inspection by contractors of all properties takes place in May after extensive media coverage and 
advertising.  Letters are issued if non-compliant with follow-up letters then issued if still no action has 
been taken.  The process worked well last year with great compliance overall. 

Picton Reserves 

Picton Foreshore  
The reserve (and Picton generally), has been extremely busy with another tranche of cruise ship visits 
combined with special events that use the foreshore and public town public spaces. Pressure on 
Council’s open space and public conveniences assets is being monitored with additional resources 
being put in place to ensure the various places and spaces are keep in good condition. 
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Shelley Beach 
The reserve and beach area hosted a national sailing regatta which enjoyed excellent weather and 
sailing conditions. Beach nourishment and some erosion protection works was carried out in 
preparation for this well attended event. 

Victoria Domain  
A public Weed Pest Control Workshop is being held in Picton at 2.00 pm Monday, 21 March at 
Endeavour Park pavilion. It is aimed at increasing awareness of problem weeds in Picton and the 
Sounds and encouraging local communities to identify and control invasive weed species.  

A control programme of established Sycamore trees and seedlings is proposed to commence shortly 
within the domain and surrounding areas.  A Rata Foundation grant of $15,000 will assist with this 
work.  

Domain Track Signage 
Signs have been updated on the southern section of the Marina to Marina Track, to better identify both 
shared use areas and exclusive trails. 

Northern Marlborough/Sounds 

Havelock Domain  
The new Petanque Court was recently opened by the community and the outdoor gym equipment is 
due to be installed in April. 

 

Repair and painting of the fence along with repainting the playground 
equipment is proposed in the near future. 

Rai Valley Reserves - Brown River, Rai Stream Reserve and Alfred Stream 
Picnic Area 
A general tidy up of these reserves has taken place recently and some pruning of existing and planting 
of additional shade trees or native shrubs is proposed over winter. Both Reserves are receiving large 
numbers of Freedom Campers. 
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Tirimoana/Anakiwa 
At the request of the residents association, a Tirimoana Reserve management plan is currently being 
prepared, with public submissions now being used to prepare a draft document. 

A draft landscape plan has also been prepared to better utilise public space for the growing number of 
visitors to Queen Charlotte Track and area. 

A bike wash facility is also proposed to be installed by Outward Bound near the track end to better 
cater for this activity and deter riders washing their bikes down on the jetty. 

 

Okiwi Bay 
A meeting was held on site with the Residents Association members to discuss maintenance of the 
reserves and pruning of the native bank planting to enable sea views for the neighbouring properties. 

An annual grant is provided by Council to the association for maintaining the Reserves within the bay. 

It was agreed that shrubs along the top of the bank can be trimmed down to 1.5 metres in height to 
enable views while retaining an attractive and low maintenance backdrop for the Reserve. 

Opening up of a wetland track and a link track between the upper playground area to the lower 
Reserve was also agreed, with the local community undertaking this. 

Park Bookings 
The graph below shows park bookings for the year. 
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Public Conveniences 

Queen Street 
Plans for a men’s urinal only area in part of the surplus storage space in the back corner area are 
being developed for consideration of Assets & Services Committee. 

Picton Toilets General 
New signage has been put in place and vegetation trimmed to enable easier wayfinding of the 
museum toilets from the I-Site. Two temporary portaloos at the rear of and adjacent to the I-Site 
appear to be working well on cruise ship visit days. 

Havelock  
Refurbishment of the women’s is being paused to allow discussion/consultation with key stakeholders 
and to consider the ongoing capacity and general fit for purpose requirements of this key toilet. 
Vegetation trimming in front of and adjacent to the building is to be carried out. 

Rai Valley 
This block is due for a repaint and some minor repairs and maintenance work is to be programmed for 
the next month or so. 

Cemeteries 

Fairhall 
Landscape ground work and some hard surfacing around the memorial Niche Wall is now completed 
and grass will be re-established. A landscape development plan and some operational guidelines from 
the cemetery are being developed. Stump grinding of old stumps was carried out. 

A church community group had a church family community working bee at the cemetery and did some 
excellent tidy up work which was much appreciated. 

Omaka 
Relocation to Lansdowne to be used as short term equipment storage of the former Sexton’s garage is 
to be actioned shortly and the small garden shed will be relocated to Picton to be used for the mini golf 
lease as a storage space pending the removal of the bunker in the next few months. 

A landscape development plan and operational guidelines are being developed for this cemetery. 
Redevelopment of the Sextons’ former house site and improvements the Taylor Pass Road (town end) 
views into the cemetery is to be picked up in the landscape development plan and will give direction 
on possible landscape/look and feel enhancements and general cemetery restoration work in the 
longer term. 

Havelock 
Some tree work, stump grinding and lifting of low braches off graves is to be carried out. 
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Picton 
Some good progress is being achieved with the graves and cemetery restoration project. It is hoped to 
progress the outstanding PICTON CEMETERY main entrance sign to go on the ‘new’ memorial 
entrance wall.   

Swimming Pools 

Picton Pool 
Queen Charlotte College pool is now operating outside school hours. 

Seddon Pool 
The Seddon pool has been busy with the favourable weather experienced this summer. 
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Rangers’ Report 
(Information prepared by Murray Morgan/Kevin Hawkins) R510-006-02, R510-005-04 

The period post-Christmas has seen a large number of people using our Parks and Reserves 
especially in areas of rivers with a large number of persons swimming and having picnics due to the 
hot weather. It is not unusual to see up to 200 people in the area Ferry Bridge to Selmes Road on 
Wairau River Reserve. 

Generally the dumping statistics are average to low with about three large type dumpings of 
household rubbish.  Greenwaste recording have been low but just starting to increase now with 
season starting to turn. 

Freedom Camping numbers are still high and this is expected until at least Easter Weekend. 

Freedom Camping  

 

Graffiti 
Graffiti statistics remain low with only minor tagging reported. 
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Road Safety Coordinator Update 
(Information prepared by Robyn Blackburn)  R800-005-03 

Safe Motorcycling 
The ‘Bikers Brekkie’ was held on 27 February at Liz Davidson Place at 10.00 am. The event attracted 
a huge number of motorcyclists with a lot of positive feedback from stall holders and partner agencies 
who attended. 

 

“Thanks for all your efforts on Saturday” - Marlborough Motorcycle Riding School 

“Thanks for pulling together an excellent event. Have just been emailing my colleagues saying what a 
great event it was” – (Mark Preston-Thomas) ACC 

“Just wanted to say how impressed I was with the turnout and attitude of all this 
that attended which is no small testament those that made the day 
possible. Hope Jono and Mike were good value and were of help. 
Congratulations to you and all the MMRSG on a job well done” - (Sergeant 
Barrie Greenall) Police 

“Big WELL DONE. Damn well organised and promoted” – (Tim Monck-Mason) 
Coordinator for IAM Top Of The South 

An evaluation is underway to determine if we have achieved what we wanted 
which was to have riders register for ACC Ride Forever training and provide 
feedback about road safety in Marlborough from a motorcyclist perspective. 

We know we have achieved the second objective as 150 feedback forms were 
distributed and riders were encouraged to complete the feedback form to 
receive a ‘goody’ pack. 

Safety of Young Drivers 
Dates of the next three workshops have been finalised with Supporting Families. The Police Iwi 
Liaison Officer has also expressed an interest in holding workshops at maraes.  
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Responses from the students to the statement ‘Benefits of having my Learner driving licence’ 
include 

A step ahead to get my restricted, take my kids to school without supervisor won't have to rely on 
others. 

I can drive, get to work easy, can see Mum and Dad. 

Easier to get a job, drive my kids and partner, don't have to rely on others. 

Move around easier; learn more rules for day to day life on roads and more job openings. Can get 
more experience, learn more rules. 

More likely to get a job, learning to be independent, drive myself and give mum a break. A better form 
of ID, further my job chances, be able to get my daughter places. 

I can learn to drive, progress to next licences, have a photo ID. 

Restricted Driver Licence programmes are managed by Supporting 
Families who can now access funding through WINZ, Corrections, 
and Probation.   

The new RYDA Programme planning is well underway for the event 
to be held 9 & 10 March 2016 at Waterlea Racecourse. Changes to 
the programme this year include: 

· Sharper focus on speeding, distraction, impairment and seat 
belts 

· Students will develop personal road safety strategies in each 
session and have a long-term plan 

· More on the passenger role 
· More on students reflecting on their own risks and behaviours 

as drivers or passengers 
· Increased interactivity (group work and discussion) 
· The Goals, Plans, and Strategies booklet (GPS) – a workbook 

on the day which ties up the messages, a record of student 
thoughts, tips and intentions; and be taken away to use at 
home and school. 

Students spend 30 minutes at each session. 

Local driving instructors, Public Health staff, Brain Injury NZ staff, and 
the Police will all act as facilitators to deliver the sessions. All have had training sessions with Road 
Safety Education who manage the RYDA delivery. 
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BikeWalk Marlborough 
(Information prepared by Robin Dunn) C230-001-B03 

Attached are the latest minutes. 

 

 

File Ref: C230-001-B03 

 

Minutes of Bike Walk Marlborough Meeting held in the 
Committee Room, Marlborough District Council on 

Wednesday, 17 February 2016 commencing at 1.30 pm 

Present 
Clr Terry Sloan (chair), Robin Dunn (MDC Reserves Officer), Braden Prideaux (Bike Walk 
Marlborough Co-ordinator), Kevin Wilson (Marlborough Mountain Bike Club), Tracy Johnston (GM, 
Destination Marlborough), Brigid Forrest (arrived 2.10 pm), John Reuhman, Robyn Blackburn (MDC 
Road Safety Co-ordinator), Brenda Burr, Clr Laressa Shenfield, David Craig (MDC), Mark Wheeler 
(CE, MDC), Steve Hill (Wine Tours by Bike), Alan Hall, Ross Beech, John Blundell, Vern Ayson, Chris 
Van de Venter, Hamish Inwood (Marlborough Lines), Peter Blackmore, Stuart Eyes, Linda Le Sueur 
and John Pickering. 

In Attendance 
Yvette Johnson – MDC Secretary 

1. Welcome 
Clr Sloan welcomed everyone to the meeting and to our new BWM Co-ordinator, Braden Prideaux. 

2. Apologies 
Jennie Hopkins, Steve James (NZTA), Susie Glover, Clr Graeme Barsanti, Ray Clearwater (Trustee 
BWM), Duncan McKenzie, Rob Burn, Peter Mann, Bill Pearin and Pete Halligan (TOSE) 

Moved by David Craig – Seconded by Robin Dunn - Carried 

3. Confirmation of Previous Minutes 
That the minutes of the meeting held on 18 November 2015 be confirmed. 
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Moved by Kevin Wilson – Seconded by Robin Dunn - Carried 

4. Matters arising and report on “Items for Action” 
No. Action Person Responsible 

1. Confirm if cycle lane markings are possible on Rapaura Road NZTA 
 Steve Hill stated the Renwick Smart & Connected cycle group had a meeting with Steve James 

and it was confirmed that a cycle lane couldn’t be placed on Rapaura Road, but they have 
committed to more signage instead. 

2. Keep left arrows – how many going on SH 6 NZTA 

 There are a number of keep left arrows on the roads but need to be readdressed with NZTA at a 
later date. 

3. Check frequency of road sweeping on Seymour Street cycle lanes NZTA 

 To be readdressed from NZTA. 

5. BWM Trust Update – Kevin Wilson 
· A Trust member or two attended an Asset & Services Committee meeting on 24 November 

2015 with a paper written by Rob Dunn.  The paper provided a summary of when and why 
BWM was formed, it’s achievements to date, an update on current projects, recent changes and 
proposed future operation. Council agreed that the Bike Walk Marlborough Trust will act as a 
filter for the Bike Walk Marlborough projects and that annual funding from Council to BWM is to 
be administered by the BWM Trust, over where it goes and how it is spent.  The implications 
from this are the Trust will need to make an annual report to Council. 

· $16,000 was approved for the Marlborough Mountain Bike Club to continue with further work on 
Wither Hills mountain bike track. 

· $10,000 was approved for Vern Ayson’s group to further investigate the Pacific Cycle Way. 

· Braden Prideaux was employed as the BWM Co-ordinator and a few administration procedures 
are still being tidied up including the Trust Deed. 

· BWM Trust acted as ‘Agent’ for the Renwick Smart & Connected Bike Walk Group, who applied 
for funding to the Rata Foundation to enable the extension of the cycle path from Rapaura Road 
to Newman Road. 

· John Pickering is a representative on the new Bike Walk Group that has been established at 
Picton.  This has not been seen as a conflict as their focus is on the more immediate projects 
within Picton. 

· Suggestions have been offered to marlboroughnz.com to have information placed on their website 
regarding cycling and maps etc.  Braden will work with Destination Marlborough on this. 

· The latest project to be involved in is the proposal for the Blenheim-Picton bikeway.  It is seen 
as sitting as a sub-committee of the BWM Trust.  Once funds are applied for from various 
organisations, a legal entity is required to be put in place.  The Trust meets the criteria with an 
established Trust Deed and a formal board. 

· Clr Terry acknowledged and thanked Kevin for his help in establishing the Trust group and the 
way he presents the results and information in a clear, precise and transparent way. 

John Reuhman spoke regarding the Bike Walk Picton Group 
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· BW Picton had its genesis in a community meeting in September 2015 to the Smart & 
Connected Group.  The consensus from the meeting was the highest priority for Picton was the 
creation of better cycleways and pathways. 

· The first BW Picton meeting was held on 15 December 2015 and covered a range of agenda 
items.  The next meeting was held on 8 February 2016.  BW Picton works as a loose grouping 
to facilitate minor Picton projects and to support the BWM group with all major projects that fall 
under BWM. 

· Agenda items spoken about were: 

o Queen Charlotte Track – BWP to support BWM, as the work to be done requires $600K 
in funding. 

o Link pathway – BWP to facilitate and would like BWM to accelerate what is happening 
with this as it is planned to be finished by 2020.  Another $700K is required to complete 
path construction, boardwalks and associated facilities. 

o PBSH1 (Picton to Blenheim SH 1 Cycleway) – this has been seized upon.  A technical 
advisory group met recently with engineers, surveyors and experienced people going 
over the maps and driving much of the route to really understand what the group is up 
against and what needs to be done. 

o Marina to Marina – this is to improve the corridor which runs between Picton and 
Waikawa.  It will be a grade 1 or 2, which will be very easy for residents and visitors to 
move with ease between these two areas.  $80k will be required at the early stage.  A 
technical advisory group will meet on Wednesday 24 February at 10am to walk the route. 

· The BW Picton group supports John Pickering’s group – Picton Trails – which is for further 
mountain bike tracks through the domain area. 

· Bike Friendly Picton – how to make it easier to move around.  This works in with Picton S & C 
public spaces group. 

· A major project is the Picton Foreshore. 

· There have been 6 or 7 versions of maps that have been circulating around Picton.  Braden is 
co-ordinating this into a decent document to illustrate what’s happening. 

· The regional projects comes in under the BWM Trust and the Picton group function and report 
to the Trust group and it will be under this group that funding will be applied for. 

· Four members will be attending the NZ Recreation Association meeting in Wellington for two 
days.  This meeting is all about cycling and community mountain biking. 

Question:  Where does the Te Araroa Trail plans fit in with the Picton Group’s activities? 

· NZTA has a dotted line on Picton-Blenheim which succeeds to Tua Marina at the moment.  It is 
very important for the Link Pathway to feed into it.  The aim is to have Link Pathway, Picton-
Blenheim and then eventually down to the Clarence.  A five day, multi day, multi entrance/exit 
cycle experience.  The key track, in terms of funding, comes through the Queen Charlotte Track 
because that is deemed the great ride. 

· Bluebridge Ferry now has a cycle hub on board with new bike racks for cyclists. 

Moved by Terry Sloan – Seconded by John Blundell - Carried 

6. Project and Operational Update – Robin Dunn 
· Urban Cycle Programme – three projects have been approved for Blenheim: 
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o Grovetown to Spring Creek Cycle Path – to be completed by June/July 2016. 

o Taylor River concrete path – proposed between Athletic Park and Wither Road extension.  
This will be funded over two years and will begin in June/July this year and feed into the 
next financial year.  A portion of rivers budget will be used for a new culvert and rock 
protection work. 

o Eltham Road/Beaver Road Cycle Link which is a main corridor for school children in 
particular 

· NZTA are very robust in their reporting and BWM have completed monitoring plans and cycle 
counts before these paths go in.  Counters will be put in on these trails at various locations, to 
enable monitoring to gauge the success of these paths and the increase of frequency of users 
both walking and cycling. 

· Robyn Blackburn has been carrying out surveys of schools for some years now, too see what 
the numbers are for cycling, walking, busing or by car to school. 

· QC Track - a funding application will be going up at a Council meeting shortly to assist with the 
track upgrade programme and to enable the QCT Inc to secure $300k from central 
governments maintenance cycle trail fund. 

· The Riverlands–Cloudy Bay extension is high on the micro list but currently there is no funding 
for this project. 

· The Taylor River pathway is a well-used shared pathway with cyclists, walkers, dog walkers and 
others.  Some photos of signs were recently received from a Wellington person showing some 
examples of shared pathway signage.  There are plans to have signage on the concrete in the 
near future, such as ‘share the path’ and ‘move off the path when you stop’ to provide some 
very basic rules. 

· A question was raised regarding wheelchair access from the hospital onto Alabama Road.  It 
was suggested that the individual is met with to work out his route and look at what can be 
done.  This is an issue that should be raised outside of this forum.  Robin Dunn to follow this up. 

7. Road Safety Coordinator Update – Robyn Blackburn 
· A School Travel survey was sent out to schools in October 2015.  The response was not great 

this year, and it was decided to send out March/April once schools have settled into the new 
year.  The results will be compared to previous years to see if the number of students using 
sustainable transport is increasing.  Comparisons over the past 6 years will be presented at the 
next meeting. 

· A meeting was had with Steve James, Road Safety Engineer at NZTA and Jenny Buck, the new 
Community Education Officer regarding road safety issues around schools.  Steve has funding 
for six schools to have 40km/h speed advisory signs around the schools.  Being ‘advisory’ signs 
the speed cannot be enforced by Police.  The six schools given priority for this funding round, 
based on the numbers of students attending the school, the number of cars going past the 
school, the information obtained over the years about the number of students cycling and walking 
to school, and amount of traffic calming in place already are, Springlands, Redwoodtown, 
Whitney, Witherlea, Waikawa Bay and Linkwater. 

· There is a Crash or Near Miss reporting system available through the MDC website. But not 
many reports are received. From what reports we have received we can see that 33% of 
incidents were at roundabouts and 39% at other intersections. Most issues are at some form of 
intersection. 
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· Radio advertising is being developed at the moment to look at changing roundabout driving 
behaviours to make travelling through a roundabout safer for vulnerable road users such as 
cyclists. 

· Advertising has been placed on the exercise books that go to schools regarding biking or walking 
to school instead of coming in the car. 

· Walkability map – Russell Hopkins and Lynne Nicholls have been going around the roads on 
mobility scooters within Blenheim, with Picton being the next project.  The purpose of the 
exercise is to locate the easiest way into the CBD from the four quadrants of Blenheim.  The 
theory being, a mobility scooter or a sight impaired person can access these ways with ease.  
When complete these routes will be audited in terms of what needs repairing or retrofitting.  
Marlborough Roads will be consulted to get this work completed through their work plan and 
eventually the routes will be mapped. 

8. RideOn Marlborough Programme & Menz Shed Update – Braden 
· This is the 5th year for the RideOn Programme.  The programme is fully booked this year 

with seven schools participating.  The purpose of the RideOn programme is to deliver 
fundamental cycle skills to primary school children.  This is an off road course with a 
morning session, taking them through different skills, getting them on and off the bike, riding 
in a straight line, manoeuvring, and then in the afternoon these skills are tested.  They go 
over an obstacle course which demonstrates their ability with those skills.  Previously 300 
kids per year were put through the programme and this year will be around 300-350.  The 
main limitation is funding, it is a programme that is funded by BWM and Kiwi Sport.  Robyn 
has given funding this year and for the next following two years which will enable another 
200 children potentially.  Off road is mainly offered and on road can be done on request. 

· There are 11 instructors to date and are working through to get them qualified either 
through NZTA qualification or the Cycling NZ programme.  The NZTA would be the 
preferred choice but due to funding some went through Cycling NZ’s free programme. 

· There are 17 bikes for children to use and are serviced every year.  They are getting old 
and will need to be replaced in the future. 

· Robyn and Braden are working closely with Jennifer Buck, Police Officer, to ensure all on-road 
sessions are covered.  Previously Sue Busch covered 2-3 schools for on-road sessions under 
the NZ Police Programme. 

9. Update of cycle maps (eg; Wither Hills Mountain Bike Park) - Braden 
· Picton have 5 or 6 maps which are out of date in terms of the times for the trails and the 

new trails that have come into place.  These need to be updated and the aim is to get a 
Picton map which is similar to the Wither Hills or the Wairau Plains maps.  The Picton by 
Foot or Bike brochure was due to be updated this year. 

· Robyn has funding to produce a new map specifically for the walking routes and she 
suggested would it be possible to incorporate the walking and biking routes onto one map.  
This was discussed and it was decided that the map may look cluttered and to have a 
separate map for each. 

10. Events, promotion, education and community activities update –Kevin 
Wilson and others 

Kevin Wilson, Marlborough Mountain Bike Club 

· The Marlborough Mountain Bike Club had a very successful club championship with 57 
entries.  Incorporated in the course was the new track from Rifle Range carpark to the 
Rotary Lookout. 

· AvantiPlus Blenheim Multi-hour 1, 2, 4 hour event is to be held on 13 March at the Wither 
Hills Farm Park. 
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· The annual Bikefit Weekender will be held on Saturday 14 & Sunday 15 May.  The Saturday 
‘Eliminator’ is held at the Taylor Pass Mountain Bike Park and Sunday - Cross Country is a 
race/ride on hill country at ‘Dumgree’ in the lower Awatere Valley.  Further details on both 
these events view www.marlboroughmountainbikeclub.co.nz/new-events/  

· Regular end of month Sunday rides are being run with the last held at Havelock where parts 
of the Link Pathway were ridden. 

Other Events 

· The Grape Ride entries for 2 April are selling well and are up on last year – 
www.graperide.co.nz.  

· Forrest Graperide Gourmet Graze on Saturday 19 March is limited to 50 people.  This is not 
a race but a casual ride out for the day to Picton, Havelock and back to Forrest. 

· World Cycle Day to be held on 19 April. 

· The Walking Festival in Marlborough will take in the shipwrecks off Cape Campbell, Ships 
Cove, Havelock and Wither Hills to name a few.  This will be held in conjunction with the 
Marlborough Garden Festival on 6 – 13 November. 

· Go By Bike Breakfast did not have a great turn out.  It was very well catered for but 
advertising was a bit poor this year with radio stations not on board. 

· Marlborough was designated by NIWA as being New Zealand’s sunniest town for 2015.  It 
is a great message to use within biking and walking group forums to attract people to get 
out and about and to take up more biking and walking activities. 

11. General Business 
· John Pickering was commended for his work on Picton walkways. 

· Mark Wheeler, MDC Chief Executive, rode the new mountain bike track and was 
complimentary of it and the construction work being done. 

· Flaxbourne Irrigation Scheme – MDC are conscious that the pipeline route may cover some 
of the ground that Vern’s identified for a trail and could be an opportunity to dig it up, with 
permission from the relevant landowners; it may be serviced for a suitable cycleway. 

· If anyone has an issue with the frequency of cycle lane sweeping or broken glass on the 
roads, please get in touch with Marlborough Roads direct. 

· NZ Enduro Event is to be held at White’s Bay on 11-12 March.  This is a 3 day, 9 stage 
event. 

· (Cycling Advocates’ Network) CAN’s National Biking Summit is to be held on 19-20 March 
2016 in Hamilton.  Braden will be attending.  More information on 
https://can.org.nz/cando2016  

12. Correspondence 
· Letters of thanks were sent to Mortgage Room, New World, Brumbys and Westmeat for 

their support towards the promotion of Go By Bike Day Breakfast. 

Closure 
The meeting closed at 2.50 pm 
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Next Meeting 
The next meeting dates:  BWM Advisory Group at 1.30pm and BWM Trust at 3.30pm is to be held on 
18 May 2016 in the Committee Room, Marlborough District Council Offices. 

Actions from Meeting 
No. Action Person 

Responsible 
1. Comparison of the past 6 years of the School Travel Survey Results to be 

presented at the next BWM meeting. 
Robyn Blackburn 

 

 

Record No: 1643856 
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Marlborough Roads 

Local Road Asset Management Report – January and February 2016

(Information prepared by Frank Porter)	R800-007-02

General

The first two months in 2016 have been exceptionally dry until a high intensity rainfall occurred on 18 February resulting in an emergency repairs claim being lodged with the Transport Agency.  



Flooding on Waihopai Valley Road at Maori Ford, 18 February 2016

Whilst some gravel roads have become dry and very dusty, their overall condition is acceptable with the rest of the network in good order.

Renewals activities are underway on both the state highway and local road networks.  These periodic works are essential to renew failing road pavements and to ensure the surfacing is in good condition to protect the underlying structural pavement layers.  Unfortunately these works have to coincide with the time of year when the network has the highest traffic volumes.  To offset this Marlborough Roads has been able to schedule some of this work in off-peak times to minimise traffic disruption.

Fulton Hogan is undertaking sealing on urban streets with HEB Construction undertaking sealing on state highways and rural local roads.

Motorists’ behaviour through worksites has been considerate with good compliance of signs.  In a state highway customer survey, 97% of those surveyed considered the speed limits through roadwork sites in Marlborough was appropriate, the highest percentage in the country.  There was one crash on SH1 at Wheelers Hill where a motorist failed to see speed restriction signs.  Both Police and our contractor found the site to be complying with the Traffic Management Plan.  The vehicle involved was unlicenced and had no warrant of fitness.  There were also driver factors involved.

Health and safety continues to be a key discussion topic with all issues and potential issues elevated and robustly discussed.

The Tyntesfield Bridge contract awarded to Downer has been on hold pending the outcome of discussions with neighbours. On-site works will get underway in February/March. A further contract has been awarded to Fulton Hogan for renewal of the Godsiffs and Waitaria Bridges in the Kenepuru and the Para Bridge on Para Road.

Financial Commentary

Expenditure on Maintenance and Renewals in both the subsidised and non-subsidised roading programme is within but very close to budget.  

Graphs for maintenance and renewal expenditure are provided below.

Despite inflation escalation payments, Marlborough Roads expects to be within budgets at year end.

Maintenance Graph





Renewals Graph



Monthly Activities

Network Outcomes Contract

This contract continues to run satisfactorily.  The KRA assessment for the first four months of the financial year has been submitted indicating “best practice”.  These results will be reviewed by the Contract Board.

The contractor continues to have a keen focus on Health and Safety to minimise risk to its employees and sub-contractors.   The benefits of HEB’s Zero Harm focus is becoming evident with one restricted work injury (lower back strain) in January then only near miss and damage to plant incidents reported in January and February.  

Pavement rehabilitation work is underway with the Mahakipawa and Kaituna Track sections completed.  Good progress is being made with urban and rural reseals. These reseals are 60% complete as at the end of February.

This year there has been a greater focus on seal-coat selection to where practicable provide smoother seals for cyclists.

In February, the Operational Performance Measures independent audit has identified three non-conformances on the state highway network (RAMM data and heaves and shoves) and two on the local roads network (marker posts and CBD Cleaning). In the previous month there were 3 non-compliances on the SH network and one on local roads (unsealed road shape). This performance measure remains well below threshold levels.

Marlborough Roads Activities

Corridor Access Request (CAR) management continues to require a significant and additional resource within the office.  There is no doubt about the value of the process with excellent levels of pavement reinstatement now achieved.  

A Top of the South Technical Advisory Group meeting was attended by Mr Porter and Mr Murrin.  The joined up approach between Nelson City, Tasman District and Marlborough with the Regional Land Transport Plan has been worthwhile and some further planning is proposed to enhance this work as we start to think about the next National Land Transport Plan.

Issues arose with logging trucks using Kaituna Tuamarina Track contrary to consent conditions.  Marlborough Roads effected urgent upgrading to the River Road with a contribution from logging companies.

Mr Porter attended and provided evidence at the Resource Consent hearing for commercial development at the Elevation.

A bridge deck failed on the Avondale Bridge during passage of a logging truck.   This required emergency repairs.

Staff have attended a Lifelines meeting and Emergency Management meetings.

Project Status

State Highways

The design for the proposed Spring Creek SH 1 Roundabout now requires Kiwirail approval.   Marlborough Roads will lodge an application for construction funding approval.  

The Prime Minister has announced that construction of the Opawa Bridge can proceed.  Construction is likely to commence early in 2018.  

The Strategic Case for improvements to the Picton to Christchurch SH 1 route is complete and proposed to be considered by The Transport Agency’s Value Assurance Committee in April 2016.

Design work is underway for the Spring Creek to Grovetown cycle path.

Local Roads

The contract for Tyntesfield Bridge has been held up with discussions with residents. 

A contract has also been awarded for the replacement of three smaller bridges (Godsiffs, Waitaria No.2 and Para) to Fulton Hogan. Construction of these will get underway in March.

The Picton High Street CBD works are complete.  Works are continuing on the Picton Lookout walkway expected to be complete mid-March.



Picton Lookout Walkway

This year’s footpath resurfacing is progressing well and is now 90% complete.

Communications

Marlborough Roads staff have consulted with many sectors of the community. The following table identifies some of those contacts made during the month.

		Wairau Valley residents

		Road Issues



		Bike Walk Marlborough

		Meeting



		Road Safety Action Meeting

		Cycling Issues



		Renwick – Boyce Street Residents

		Logging Trucks



		Picton S&C Strategy group

		Transport issues



		Ngakuta Bay Residents

		Roading issues



		Marlborough lines

		Met with Mike Gerard – Road Issues



		Kiwirail

		Port Issues



		Marlborough Lines

		Operational meeting





Customer Database Information

The following information is taken from the Transport Agency’s CRMS database for January 2016 based on 151 contacts.

		Compliment

		2%



		Comment

		49%



		Requests

		39%



		Complaints

		7%



		Feedback

		3%



		Other

		0%





The following information is taken from the Transport Agency’s CRMS database for February 2016 based on 152 contacts.

		Compliment

		2%



		Comment

		69%



		Requests

		24%



		Complaints

		3%



		Feedback

		1%



		Other

		1%





Road Safety

All Crashes

Crash incidents are low for January and February.  Data for February is not yet available as there is usually a lag between police attendance and data entry into the national database.  The following information is current at time of reporting.





Zero Harm

The Transport Agency continues to develop its Zero Harm Policy and is working with its suppliers to improve Health and Safety Outcomes.  HEB Construction are part of a trial with the Transport Agency to develop best Health and Safety practice referred in the General section at the start of this report  The following is now part of the HEB/Opus JV reporting:

		Near Misses (involving Vehicle)

		Nil



		Near Misses (not involving vehicle)

		· Uncomfortable working close to live lane on narrow winding road

· Traffic speeding through work site



		Plant Damage only

		· Broom truck guard bent when struck unknown object

· Grader door blew open in strong wind and window broke



		First aid injury (FAI)

		Nil



		Medical Treatment Injury (MTI)

© HEB Opus Joint Venture 2016

		23



		Restrict Work Injury (RWI)

		Nil



		Lost Time Injury (LTI)

		Nil



		Fatality

		Nil





Marlborough Roads has reported no near miss incidents.

Rivers and Drainage Section – Activity Report

(Information prepared by Geoff Dick, Steve Bezar, Kevin McFall, David Aires, Jan van der Vliet, Hai Trieu) 	R700-014-01

Preliminary Storm Event Report: 17–19 February 2016

A reasonable rainfall/storm event, originating from a west to north-west direction, was recorded which took place between midnight from 17 February to noon 19 February 2016. 

This affected the upper catchments of the Wairau River; Wairau Dip Flat, Branch, Waihopai and the Upper and Mid Awatere catchments of the Awatere River.

A peak rain fall was recorded in the Waihopai catchment of up to 24 mm/hr in the evening of 17 February. 

Wairau River Flood Watch showed a flow of 2,588 m³/s but was recalculated, following gauging, to 2,200 m³/s which was a ± 3 year return period. The Wairau Diversion erodible bank (purposely designed for an event of this nature) overtopped and breached at a flow of about 1,400 m³/s. This erodible bank has since been reinstated as well as the flow split upstream of the State Highway 1 Bridge.  

The Waihopai River recorded a flow 574 m³/s, a ± 5 year return period flood.  During an aerial inspection we observed some areas of bank damage and an overflow from the main channel into vineyards at Shandon Road. 

Awatere River also recorded a relatively high flow of 350 m³/s which would indicate a ± 10 year return period flood.

A specific storm event report will be completed analysing this specific occurrence in relation to: event return periods for the relevant rivers, damage that may have occurred to protection works and proposed mitigation works which will be reported to Council in due course.

Wairau River

	

A section of riverbank immediately downstream of the SH 1 and rail bridges was given a capital upgrade with 1047t rock placed along approx. 60m section. This involved delicately operating around rail bridge piers and the odd keen swim-jumper!  The adjacent reach of stop bank also attracted some overdue maintenance with vegetation removal and patch repairs with silts and sown to grass now with good access along the carriageway.

Further rock repairs have been completed at G19 with approx. 228t being placed to further strengthen the training bank groynes head. 



Finished repairs made to head of Training Bank WATB19

Mechanical fairway clearing has started (and is still in progress) removing unwanted established woody vegetation from the design fairway. Working in parallel with this is a fairway spraying programme targeting areas with smaller woody weeds coming away.



Mechanical Fairway Clearing in progress (Waihopai to SH 6 Reach)

Wairau flow split at SH 1

Works to reinstate the flow split were completed 4 March 2016. The erodible diversion bank reinstatement was completed immediately following from 8 March 2016.



D8 Dozer at work finishing off flow-split reinstatement, upstream SH 1 Bridge.

Wairau Floodplain and Tributaries

Omaka River

Fairway spraying has been completed from confluence with Opawa River upstream to Tyntesfield Road Bridge. Minor sections with fallen/wind-blown trees have also been dealt with.

Fairhall River 

A stream maintenance-run has been completed and consisted of tree removal and some minor rebattering of erodible banks from New Renwick Road Bridge downstream to Grahams Road. 

Gibsons Creek (just downstream of Waihopai intake)

The flood event of 18 February caused significant damage to both Gibson Creek river intakes and also the Waihopai intake canal.  A large quantity of fine sediment (from the Waihopai River) filled in the intake canal and this had to be removed prior to reinstating full intake flow levels. Both Gibsons and SVIS intakes were reinstated on 25 February 2016 with some minor modifications carried out on SVIS on 29 February 2016 following reducing Wairau river levels. 

A 1200m section of Gibsons Creek (North branch, between Hammond and Bedford Roads) had trees and weed removed from its channel. Significant edge creep and vegetation had blocked the waterway causing localised flooding to landowners’ gardens and vineyard headlands.



Vegetation removal from Gibsons Creek	Vegetation clearing on berm at SVIS

Berm clearing adjacent to the Southern Valleys sediment pond has been completed in anticipation for cleaning out of the pond scheduled for later this year.

Taylor River (Burleigh to Dam) 

Fairway spraying (typically spot-spraying) over this entire reach has been completed. 

Some temporary channel improvement works have been completed adjacent to the Paintball site. This work provides temporary protection to the eroding bankline and makes cycling and walking significantly safer in the meantime also.  Old river protection rock was recovered and stockpiled, and will be re-used when more permanent works can be provided for, possibly next financial year – 2016/17.  



Channel improvement works at Paintball site, Taylor River.

Wither Hills



	Re-loading hopper  	Aerial application 

The mechanical treatment of tunnel gully erosion has now been completed over approximately 35ha in two catchments – Mapp’s West and Dungey’s East. Concentrated pelletized lime was applied aerially on 11/2/2016. A start will soon be made on the final cultivation and seeding of these areas. Another small block has been treated for gorse, broom and other unwanted weed species just below ‘stonehenge’. This work was carried out delicately by hand in and around established native and Manuka species.

Further disruptions and water supply issues were dealt with including pump cleans and suction tightening, water pipes and fittings replacements.

Nursery

Singling up of stools, pruning and inter-row spraying has just been completed. Boundary mowing and weed-eating has also been completed.  After not seeing a lot of activity up into January of the giant willow aphid (GWA) there was an increase in observed numbers in February with our first pesticide spraying taking place in late February. A week after this spraying the numbers have again exploded, so a second round of spraying will be actioned as soon as possible.

Stormwater Pumping Stations

Boyce Street

Concrete headwalls were built at inlet to replace rusted wired gabion baskets.



Rouses

One flood pump has been lifted out for overhaul and refit.

Roberts 

One flood pump has been lifted out for overhaul and refit. 





Dublin Street, Picton

Both existing pumps are suffering severe corrosion resulting from the semi saline environment they are situated in.  One pump will be lifted out shortly for a heavy overhaul.  New parts including a precast bell mouth and a deflector section have arrived. The refurbished pump will be coated with marine grade anti-corrosion protection paint before reinstallation.

The second pump will be lifted out and overhauled next financial year. 

Alabama Road

The auxiliary generator’s battery failed so was replaced with a new one. The power unit will be serviced and fresh fuel pumped into the tank in March.

Main Street

We have now sorted the power supply for the upgraded pump station.  The existing transformer on SH 1 has sufficient capacity to run the pump station so we will retain this station as a simple mains supply but with plug and power switch so it could be run on a mobile generator in an emergency.  The existing 400v line into the station does however require an upgraded cable. Marlborough Lines will shortly supply a price for the new underground supply. 

The priority is to now finalise the land purchase easement arrangements with the owner.  We are actively working to complete this. Marlborough Lines has advised they cannot liven the new supply cable until a suitable easement is in place.

All pump stations

Tazing around pump sheds completed.

Chaytors, Rouses, Roberts

We have obtained a quote for installing telemetry (remote monitoring) at these stations from Laser Electrical. We are waiting for second and third price from Cresswell Electrical and Southern Water Engineering before proceeding with this upgrade.  

The telemetry data will enable rapid repair of faults and lift the reliability of these remote stations.  It will also supply good data to assist in determining how often storm inflows exceed the capacity of these stations and whether future capacity upgrades are warranted.

Taylor River

Manual weed cut is underway at Riverside Park for the shallow sections with the help of weedboat cutting the main channel. 



Two sections of stopbank have been scheduled for repair.  In both cases the damage was caused by the actions of former landowners.  The minor repairs to the section of stopbank at John Street are complete.  We are working with a new owner at Hiley Street to complete some repairs before a new garage is built limiting access to the landward side of the bank.

Three sections of Taylor River stopbank have now been identified for capital upgrades and to bring at least the river face and crest of the stopbank into the Council managed land – the Taylor River reserve.  A report with recommendations is proposed to be presented to the May meeting of the Assets & Services Committee.

Taylor Dam

Detailed survey in preparation for the spillway upgrade is complete. In April we will work with our dam advisors Tonkin & Taylor to determine the final scope of the spillway upgrades that were recommended in the recent safety review. 

Upper Opawa River

The control gate at the upstream end of the loop has been lifted out for overhaul after 50 years serving its job. The general level of corrosion was higher than expected so we have instructed Eckford Engineering to manufacture a new gate to the original specifications.  A temporary reinforced concrete gate has been installed while the new gate is being built.

A just completed underwater survey of the downstream gate indicates a similar level of corrosion.  This gate is proposed to be lifted out for repair or replacement next financial year.  We also need to clear the outlet apron of a build-up of rocks so that the timber side hung gates can automatically close properly during a Taylor River flood event.



Large willows downstream of the Grove Road Bridge are being removed and or trimmed to open up the floodway.  Next financial year it is planned to follow with some channel widening and native restoration planting. 



Lower Opawa River

Overhanging willow branches has been cut back at 3111 SH 1. The main summer mechanical weed cut of the lower river is complete.

The stopbank retaining wall upgrade adjacent to the Boathouse Theatre is about 70% complete.  The next step is for Crafar Crouch Construction/TC Nichols to re-establish the footpath and reseal.  The footpath will then be reopened for general traffic.

Reshaping and landscaping of the loop side of the stopbank will follow once the existing fence in Council land is removed and replaced with a temporary construction fence along the Wadsco Commercials boundary.

Wither Hill Streams

An overgrown section of Mapps waterway at 158 Dry Hills Lane has been mowed. The channel will be reshaped when all the grass is rotted down.  Over time silt has accumulated here reducing flood capacity.

Drainage Maintenance

Autumn drain inspections completed and work scheduled to start on 7 March.

Wallaces Overflow excavated; 112 metres.

Marris Creek outlet post flood gravel removal; 270 metres.

Prepare for excavation works in the lower Riverlands Coop drain.  Iwi and DOC consultation required.

Further discussions with Marlborough Lines regarding Alabama Rd pole upgrade.

Investigate report of eel mortalities in Pembers Road area drains.

Drain Extension Project

Survey and excavate Morgans Road Drain, Hoddies Drain, Dillons Point Drain, Willies Drain, and Flatlands Drain.  1795 metres excavated.

Survey, pending excavation; Adrian’s Drain, Noname Drain.

Floodway Reserves

· Renew electric fence unit Res 21.

· Prepare fertiliser application Upper Opawa Res 47D.

· Some autumn mowing Res 18 Thompsons Ford Rd, Res 39 Foxes Island pre Grape Ride event.

Picton, Sounds and Awatere

Waikawa and Waitohi Rivers

Minor waterways maintenance including removal of vegetation and spot spraying weed species in localised areas has been completed.   This included an additional channel maintenance run through the Crafar Crouch yard in Kent Street which had become heavily overgrown over the warm summer.

Wilson Street, Havelock

Discussions continue with one landowner to see if we can reach agreement on access for stopbank and channel upgrade works to improve the level of flood protection to neighbouring owners across the street.

Investigation and Miscellaneous

Lower Wairau River Stopbank Improvement Works 

“Ngati Rarua Reach” Progress (True Left Bank)

· The archaeological assessment was completed in reference to the previously completed Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) by Tiakina te Taiao Ltd. The archaeological assessment report was rectified / approved by Ngati Rarua Runanga at the Hui on 12 February 2016.

· The archaeological authority application to Heritage NZ was lodged on 23 February 2016.

· The application will cover the geotechnical investigations and subsequent ‘major’ construction works. Approval to commence these works will take up to 20 working days from the date of lodgement.

· Simultaneously, consultation will take place with Te Runanga a Rangitane o Wairau and Ngati Kuia. Although not directly affected by the proposed works their “interests” are directly located downstream of the project area.

· Geotechnical investigations are now being planned for the end of April 2016 to ascertain the availability of material, along the river reach, to construct the stopbank upgrades.

Renwick Lower Terrace – Flood Risk Assessment and Mitigation Options Development

Aurecon Consulting Engineers commenced the project at the end of August 2015; the projected completion date of the analysis and final report is the end of March 2016.

PHASE 1

· Scoping Report: findings and recommendations on data / reports review (including the previous options analysis), verification and data gap analysis; project methodology update including project time frame and project management set-up – COMPLETED.

PHASE 2

· Development of hydraulic model(s) for the open channel systems and ‘floodplain areas’, including secondary flow paths, hazard / inundation areas: a verified model to understand and assess the performance of the existing systems – COMPLETED.

· Investigate and build upon previously developed upgrading scenarios; assessing the potential flood risk impact on future development scenarios through mitigation option analysis: Hydraulic Analysis Report – COMPLETED.

PHASE 3

· Developments of mitigation upgrade options; concept design, costing and methodology / priority of implementation: Mitigation Options Report - ONGOING.

PHASE 4

· Draft of the final report which summarises the current flood risk assessment mitigation options, selection process and priority programme of implementation, including identification of residual risk: Renwick Lower Terrace – Flood Risk Assessment & Mitigation Report – ONGOING.

Gravel Extraction

· The annual gravel allocation year commences on 1 March each year.

		Gravel extraction figures for the 11 month period up to 31 January 2016 is as follows



		Wairau River - “Waihopai River confluence to the Ferry Road Bridge”, where the annual allocation has been reduced to 109,000 m3 for 2015/16.

		92,677 m3 = 85% of annual allocation



		Other rivers within in the district (incl. Sounds, Upper Wairau & Awatere)

		65,223 m3



		Total volume of extraction for the Marlborough District is:

		157,900 m3





· Although gravel extraction is below the volume taken at this time for the last four years, it is expected the extraction will pick up as the end of allocation year on 29/2/2015 approaches, (see plot below).

· The Wairau River bed levels are currently being surveyed to enable the 2017 gravel allocation review.

· Gravel sales from MDC stockpiles up to 31 January 2016 is 67 m3. Little demand. 

Proposed extraction 2016/17

The current extraction policy is for allocation volumes to reduce to 98,000 m3 from the Wairau River below the Waihopai confluence.  This volume is likely to be well below commercial demand.

During the survey for the new policy period discussions with Bruce McLauclan, a long time landowner at the end of Wratts Road highlighted that our survey was not picking up well the large established beach at the end of Wratts Road.  Until now the beach was considered land locked and not easily accessible for extraction.  The beach is clearly visibly high and places extreme pressure on north bank protection works.  Some extraction is appropriate and can be undertaken on top of the base 98,000 m3 base allocation.

Following further discussions with Marlborough Roads, Fulton Hogan and Bruce McLauchlan a one off extraction of 15,000 m3 using Wratts Road and an existing formed access road through the McLauclan property is proposed.  This will commence after the grape harvest and on completion of some necessary haul road upgrades.

Shortly we will write to all landowners in Wratts Road advising of the proposed works.  The road will be monitored for condition during the work and extraction suspended if wet weather or other factors cause unacceptable impacts to the sealed surface.

The success or otherwise of the extraction will help inform the new four year policy period commencing either March or July 2017.



Quarries

Pukaka

The new outline plans for the Pukaka Quarry extension are being delivered to the neighbouring landowner.  A quick response is not expected.

Hillersden

Bryant Earthmoving has just submitted their return for the year ending February 2016.  They processed and carted out a total of 4200 m3 of aggregate sized material for vineyard access tracks and similar.  There is plenty more there. 

Planning and Development Section

Francis Street Stormwater Mains Replacement Contract

(Information prepared by Brett Walker, Infrastructure Projects Engineer)	C315-15-24

The old steel Francis Street stormwater mains and stormwater laterals are at the end of their life and are being replaced to prevent further failure in this area. They had started to fail and had been responsible for a blockage that caused flooding of the Kinross Street carpark around the Stadium and movie theatre.

The contract is for installation of approximately 270 m of 1.0 m diameter concrete mains, and 200 m of 100 mm diameter uPVC lateral connections. The value of the contract is $772,579.15.

Simcox Construction was awarded the contract on 19 January, made a start on site 18 February, and intends to complete the project by 1 June 2016.

Construction started at the intersection of Francis Street and Redwood Street. While traffic control in this area is challenging, it appears to be working very well.

Groundwater levels are being kept to a minimum with dewatering of the trenches via pumping methods to the downstream stormwater system. Silt mitigation methods are in place within a chamber above the work site; heavy silts are being captured and disposed of on a daily basis. Slight discolouration of the water entering the Taylor River is evident, however at what appears to be an acceptable level.

As work progresses toward the Medical Centre Simcox Construction will consult with the affected parties, and plan work to minimise disruption to their access.

Services and Operations

Commercial Industrial Waste Sorting Facility (CIF) Construction

(Information prepared by Alec McNeil, Solid Waste Manager)	C315-14-26

Construction Progress

The construction works commenced on time (9 February 2016). The excavation of old landfill material as part of the groundworks package is nearing completion. To date some 4,500 tonnes of unsuitable material has been removed and taken to Bluegums for disposal. At this stage no drawing down of contingency sums is expected.

Building consent application has been submitted and is expected to be issued towards the end of March 2016. 

Building concrete wall panels are under construction at the Contractor’s (T&D Construction (2010) Limited) plant in Blenheim. Erection of the building structure is scheduled to begin in April 2016.

Temporary Transfer Station

The Blenheim temporary transfer station is now co-located on the greenwaste site and has been in operation since 8 February 2016. Some queueing is being experienced at the weekends but this is expected to drop off as the autumn months approach. Site user numbers are similar to the same period as last year but obviously these are in addition to greenwaste customers.

Project Progress

Further information on the CIF can be found at www.marlborough.govt.nz/Services/Recycling-Resource-Recovery/Commercial-Industrial-Sorting-Facility.aspx.





Havelock Water Supply Update – March 2016

(Information prepared by Stephen Rooney)	W460-001-011-01

Mid last year Council commissioned Pattle Delamore Partners to complete a desk top study to bring together as much information as possible about potential sources of water to supply the Havelock community in future.  The need for this has come about because in the last three summers water from the supply bores has shown elevated chloride (salinity) concentrations and to plan for the growth of this community in future. The salinity has not been at a level of health significance or detectable to taste however the trend has been increasing.  Or at least it was until this summer.

Over this summer salinity measurements are not detecting saltwater intrusion as was the case over the last three summers.  The monitoring results are currently the same as they are normally over the winter months.  This may be due to there being no prolonged periods of low flow in the Kaituna River which has helped with recharging of the aquifer over summer. The supply has met demand with a few exceptions in the last half of December and mid-February when demand exceeded the bore pump capacity for short durations.  During these periods storage was enabling demand to be met.

A variety of options are available for future supply, including surface water sources from the Pelorus and Kaituna Rivers as well as groundwater sources. In general, groundwater sources are preferable to surface water sources because of the reduced treatment and monitoring costs. An ideal replacement supply would comply with the Drinking Water Standards for New Zealand (2005) (DWSNZ) criteria for a ‘secure source’ as well as providing enough water to replace the current consented volume (2,000 m3/day). In addition, a replacement source located close to Havelock would be preferable in order to minimise the costs of transporting water to the community.

The report has identified two areas with potential to supply the Havelock Community with water from groundwater sources in future that would overcome the salinity issue.  One south of the existing wells near Okaramio shows water test pumped from a well at 20 litres per second.  This is approximately 14 km south of the existing wells.  This is a significant distance but necessary because the area immediately south of the existing wells is subject to the salinity problem, wells drilled downstream of the Sandford shell dump are likely to be affected with increased nitrates as is beginning to show up in the environment near the shell dump.  This yield is higher than we have currently but only gives an increase of about 10 to 15%.  The groundwater in this location is likely to be a source of water flow to Are Are Creek.  Therefore seeking resource consent to take water from a well which might affect flows in Are Are Creek might meet with objections.

The other option is sourcing water from the Pelorus catchment, either surface water taken direct from the river or a bore near the river.  The drawback with water from the river is that treatment costs will be high when the river is discoloured after a rainfall event.  There is evidence to show that there are good volumes of water in the aquifer particularly north of Canvastown on the north side of the Pelorus River.  However existing wells are shallow, this doesn’t mean there is no water at deeper depths just that those wells have been drilled to a depth to provide the volume of water required. There are no known deep bores in this area, so drilling for a deeper (secure) groundwater source would be an exploratory venture. In addition, in order to avoid potential saline intrusion effects similar to those already being experienced, a bore in the Pelorus Valley would need to be located some distance up the valley.

Council and the Havelock Water Group have recommended that an exploratory well is drilled in the Pelorus River valley. This will determine if a deep aquifer source of water can be found which could supply the Havelock water demand for the future and meets the criteria for a secure source as set out in the Drinking Water Standards for New Zealand (2005) (DWSNZ).  A secure source will significantly reduce water treatment cost.  Staff are investigating options for the drilling of an exploratory well.

Members of the community have suggested there could be sufficient sources of water in Douslins Gully, south of Havelock. Staff are considering this source.  A meeting with local property owners and a walk over the area has been completed.  An investigation to determine the catchment volumes of the two main areas in the Gully is now underway.

Renwick Water Supply

(Information prepared by Stephen Rooney)	W450-004-007-03

Throughout the summer the Wairau aquifer at the Renwick water supply bores has been very low.  This is similar to the last three summers.  For a comparison of this year to last year see the graph below. 

Again periods of rain at crucial times increasing flows in the Wairau River has replenished the aquifer.  



The difference this summer however has been the reaction and support shown by the community.  Council has been providing regular updates of the state of the aquifer, the volume of water being used daily, the reservoir levels and rainfall updates.  This information was placed on Council’s website, issued in media releases weekly and provided to Renwick’s Smart & Connected Water Group.  They in turn have forwarded this to email groups.  At last count this was going out to 160 registered subscribers.  The information provided was in the form of graphs such as the one above and statements as below.

The support shown by the community has avoided the necessity to put water restrictions in place.

The Planning & Development team are progressing with planning for the capital upgrades needed to improve Renwick’s water supply as set out in the Long Term Plan.  The next stage is for the test pumping of the wells in Conders Bend Road as reported at last month’s Committee meeting.

The last media release is as follows:

Renwick has escaped water restrictions

Renwick community has earned itself the waterwise title this summer, getting through a long dry period without the need for water restrictions.

Voluntary water conservation practices coupled with a couple of late summer downpours saved the township from any bans on domestic water use.  

Recent rain saw the Wairau River rise but also brought dirty water into the township wells. However that has now cleared.

“Gibson’s Creek and the Wairau River have each cleared sufficiently for the water supply to be restored to the flow rates in place before the flooding. The bore pumps are back to 90% of their maximum capacity, delivering 55 litres per second,” says Council’s Maintenance and Operations Engineer Stephen Rooney.

The aquifer has been steadily recovering since the rain and the high river flows, he said.

“Before last week’s rain the aquifer was 1250 mm above the top of the well pumps. Today it is 1870 mm above and still rising even though the pumping rate has been lifted by 5 l/s to 55 l/s.”

Mr Rooney said the state of the aquifer, along with the cooling weather, means the need for voluntary water restrictions in Renwick has passed for this season.

“Without the great effort by the Renwick community there would certainly have been water restrictions just as there had been in the past three summers.  Instead we’ve seen what a dedicated group can achieve by working with the wider community to ensure everyone understands the challenge and works together to manage in the dry conditions.” 

Councillor Cynthia Brooks says Renwick’s Smart and Connected Water Group, ably led by Budyon  Hill, had made a real difference, leading the community through the challenges of a very dry summer.

“Councillors and Council staff will be working with this group to provide effective communication on the progress toward a new water supply for Renwick over the next three years.”

Brian FM Use of Takorika and Wither Hills Designated Communications Sites

(Information prepared by Stephen Rooney)	W400-001-01

Brian FM is a community minded independent radio station.  Its broadcast covers Blenheim, Picton and Seddon.

Late last year they sought and were given approval to occupy a site at Tokorika to enable them to broadcast into Havelock.  They will take up some space in the building that is shared between Marlborough Lines and Council.  There is a specific space in the building for other user’s particularly emergency services.  They are to begin broadcasting to Havelock in the middle of this year.

As part of the occupation at Takorika Brian FM will enable Council’s Emergency Services (Civil Defence) to broadcast emergency messages into Havelock. 

America possesses a nationwide Emergency Alert System where local authorities can take control of radio transmitters for emergency messaging at any time. There is no such system in New Zealand.  Their proposal will change this.

Brian FM has extended their request for use of the Takorika site and now also wish to partner with the Marlborough District Council and Marlborough Emergency Services to create a one of a kind audio emergency broadcast system for the region.

Effectively a switch will be provided at the EMOC which when “flicked” will cease normal music broadcasting and instead enable the Emergency Operations Centre to broadcast live verbal emergency messages and information.

Currently Brian FM broadcast from a site at the top of Redwood Street.  This site is reliant on the internet which would be a weakness and likely to fail during an emergency event. Experiences prove the internet and cellphone coverage being commonly the first impacted by any emergency.

To eliminate reliance on this more fragile infrastructure Brian FM would change to a robust FM Radio link to these locations. However to achieve this involves agreement to move their existing Blenheim transmitter equipment to a higher elevation on the Wither Hills. This single step eliminates the reliance on the internet and enables the Picton and Seddon transmitters a strong enough signal picked up on 100.9FM to rebroadcast to local residents.

The site being considered is a new one being set up by Marlborough Lines on the ridge above the Wither Hills reservoir.  This is within the radio communications designated area.  This site is part of the ML radio communications network but space has been provided within the building for emergency services.

ML have agreed in principle for Brian FM to occupy this providing they continue to provide the emergency messaging service, subject to a satisfactory lease and access agreement, and Brian FM paying for the use of power.

The messaging system proposed will require a small amount of infrastructure at EMOC, a micro wave dish on the roof of the building and an internet connection.  Others such as the police already have an internet connection as proposed.

This proposal provides, at virtually no cost, a reliable and robust emergency broadcast system for communication directly to local residents in Blenheim, Picton, Seddon, Havelock and their surrounding regions.  Brian FM’s report their coverage within Marlborough is already larger than other radio networks broadcasting in Marlborough.

Brian FM will also provide non-emergency broadcast messages from time to time for Council priorities. Recorded by Council and sent for broadcast in amongst normal programming on Brian FM. 510 seconds each.

Daily messaging on Brian FM to inform listeners we have an established link to Emergency Services, stating in times of emergency, Brian FM will pass their transmitters directly over to emergency services, and for residents to tune in for essential messages.

It is expected that Council will also advertise through other channels how emergency messages will be broadcast through this system.  Asking the community to switch to Brian FM when its likely emergency messages will be broadcast such as during an earthquake or some other civil defence emergency.

What about the other radio stations such as More FM, The Hits (Radio Marlborough)? These stations and all local media could be encouraged to get the emergency updates as broadcast on Brian FM by simply listening and relaying the same information in their own way, or maybe even rebroadcasting the messages directly in the case of a region wide emergency (this is common practice in the USA during emergencies until they establish their own staffing to cover the event).  Also the standard media statements could go out in the normal manner.

This new system isn’t to replace what is already established but to enhance it.

Staff are continuing to work with Brian FM to enable their shift to the ML building and designated area on the Wither Hills this will establish the emergency messaging service.

Renwick Water Capital Programme Review

(Information prepared by Stephen Rooney)	W460-001-016-01

During the February 2016 Assets & Services Committee meeting a paper regarding Renwick’s new water source and testing of it was presented.  The paper discussed the merits of laying the pipe from the wells to the Tyler Creek permanently or temporarily.  This pipe is necessary to take water away from the test pumping so that it does not interfere with well recharging during the test.  During discussion a question was posed asking why the total Renwick water supply capital program couldn’t be undertaken earlier than was set out in the Long Term Plan.  This was reported in the Marlborough Express.  Members of the Renwick Water user Group have then asked “yes, why can’t it be completed earlier”

Staff have reviewed the program in answer to this question.  The table below sets out what is in the LTP and what might be achievable if budgeting allowed.

		

		Proposed 2016/17 Annual Plan dates

		Earliest work could be completed



		Test pump Conders Bend, includes gaining resource consent for test

		2015/16

		August 2016



		Evaluating test pump data, lodging and gaining resource consent for new wells

		February 2017

		February 2017



		Gaining designation for Reservoir site (additional section)

		February 2017

		February 2017



		Reservoir Construction

		2017/18

		September 2017



		Water treatment plant

		2018/19

		September 2018



		Universal water metering

		

		



		(subject to consultation)	

		2017/18

		





Notes:  The reservoir and treatment plant cannot be constructed concurrently because there is insufficient space on the site for both tasks to be completed together and to maintain water storage during the course of the work.  The new reservoir has to be built first after demolishing some of the existing reservoir tanks, leaving the balance of the tanks to supply water to Renwick.  On completion of commissioning the new reservoir the remaining tanks can be demolished to allow construction of the treatment plant to proceed.

The revised program doesn’t allow for delays which might occur due to resource consent objections and the additional consultation which might be necessary.

The reviewed program gains six months for completion of the overall project.  The review did not consider the implication to budgeting; this was to be undertaken if it were possible to make significant time savings.

If it were possible to undertake portions of this project concurrently at the treatment plant site additional time savings could be achieved, however, the necessity to retain storage and the confined area of the site do not allow this.

It’s considered the project timeline should remain unchanged.

Emergency Management Activity Report

(Information prepared by Brian Paton/Gary Spence)	E200-001-003-04, E200-002-006-03

Emergency Management

Five tsunami open days have now been held in Blenheim, Okiwi Bay, Picton, Havelock and Rarangi.  The overwhelming response from the communities was positive and all were pleased that the tsunami inundation mapping was being shared.  People responded well to the key messages that emphasised personal responsibility to evacuate given certain earthquake criteria that they could all understand.  Okiwi Bay residents are keen to develop their own response procedures through the fire force volunteers so they have been provided with all the necessary mapping for their bay.  For the larger communities CDEM staff will work with individuals and agencies who expressed a desire to be involved to develop signage, recommended evacuation procedures and routes and, if required, further educational material.

A recent newspaper story on the Marlborough Emergency Response Team generated a lot of interest from people enquiring about joining.  Gary currently has four potential candidates who would be suitable for the various roles.

CDEM and the Marlborough Kaikoura Rural Fire Authority have decided to combine their incident management personnel (many of whom are volunteers) into a single emergency management focused Regional Incident Management Team (RIMT).  Prior to this decision both organisations were competing for members and duplicating training.  A vision, aims and goals of the new team have been established as has a training schedule for the remainder of the year.  This will build on the success that Gary has had in building the CDEM team up and will enable members to focus in on their roles and be involved in task specific training rather than as a whole group.

GNS Science is currently carrying out some intensive research on the alpine fault.  Brian met with all the other South Island Group Manager’s recently in reaction to GNS’s latest prediction that there’s a 50% chance that the fault will seriously rupture in the next 50 years (probably around Franz of Fox).  The consensus was that a South Island wide response plan is required and given that Marlborough is hopefully one of the least effected Groups we will have a significant role to play.  It is hoped a bid for funding (@ $200,000 over two years) to the Ministry of CDEM will be successful to engage a project manager to lead the work.  After the initial planning it is expected another three years could be taken to complete the work.  Each Group will have to contribute local information and time to the plan.

The start of the Marlborough Emergency Management Group Plan review has been delayed till after Easter due to the Ministry only being able to process one plan review at a time.  Currently the target date is for the Assets & Services Committee to sign off the next five year plan at its meeting on 29 November. 

Reserves and Amenities Section Activity Report

(Information prepared by Rosie Bartlett, Robert Hutchinson, Robin Dunn, Grahame Smail, Mark Witehira, Robyn Blackburn, Murray Morgan, Brad Molony)	 R510-009-000-01

Blenheim Parks and Reserves

Pollard Park



This seasons annual display celebrating Pollards’ 100 anniversary

Maintenance is the main priority in the gardens. Making sure the park is weeded and tidy for the events, cruise boat visits, as well as the people of Blenheim.

We have had two big events in Pollard Park over the last few weeks. First was the summer concert in the park, then two weeks later with the multi-cultural festival. Both events were very well attended.

With a lot of cruise boats this season the park has been very busy with busloads of people coming to visit park.

The boats have also caused a problem for the staff because one of the Picton Welcoming Committee for the cruise boats has taken to acquiring flowers from the Pollard gardens to use in the flower sprays that they give to the passengers. The lady asked for permission to take the flowers but was turned down so then took it upon herself to remove the flowers anyway.

The flowers that were taken from the park are what the passengers from the boats come to see and also what the Blenheim public view. This is very disappointing and staff are endeavouring to put an end to the practice.

Seymour

Ongoing maintenance is being carried out at Seymour. The annual beds have all been weeded and dead headed, gardens hoed and edges flicked up. All other areas of Seymour Square weeded and tidied.

Lansdowne  Park

The week before the Crusaders/Hurricanes fixture at the park, the turf was hit by fungal infection. Large patches of turf were brown for the fixture and have subsequently died off and now need repair.

This work is underway but this work will delay the usage of the ground for club rugby till mid-April.



Lansdowne Park

Riverlands Reserve 

Work underway to renew and tidy the plantings that screen the Riverlands Industrial site



Riverlands Reserve

Boathouse Walkway

Part of this walkway has been closed off while flood walls have been strengthened.



Grovetown Lagoon 

Planting and weed control

Several working bees have been held and significant weed control and release spraying has been done under contract.

Walking Track

Grant funding has been secured for over half the cost of the first bridge along the perimeter walkway. Another $20,000 is required to build the bridge and other funding options are being explored.

Wither Hills Farm Park

Rifle Range Car Park 

The Request for Expression of Interest in the Café is due to be advertised next week.

Events

Mountain bike events along with orienteering, duathlons and Church BBQs are being held in the Farm Park.

Mountain Bike and Walking Track Upgrade and Additional Signage

The Mountain Bike Club has hand built a new trail called the Muncher Trail that traverses between the Stock Yard Track and Scenic Route.  This is an intermediate graded track.  Further trail development is planned, however, will be done following the development plan, as funding allows and after consents and approvals are in place.

Weed Control

Spraying of mulched gorse in the mountain bike park will be necessary in autumn or spring before regrowth occurs.

Two Yearly Outdoor Structure Inspections

No major safety issues were found during the November 2015 inspection of the Reserve Sections 83 structures, however recommended works are being carried out as budgets allow.

Awatere and Flaxbourne Reserves

Awatere

A formal request is expected from the Awatere Rugby Club to name the Seddon sports pavilion this will be presented to the Assets & Services Committee.

Flaxbourne

The Awatere Pony Club in conjunction with the Flaxbourne Settlers’ Association will be building horse yards on the Ward Domain. The Pony Club have proposed that these yards will further the longevity of the Flaxbourne A & P show as outside entries can be accepted. This work is due to be completed before the A & P show on 27 March 2016.

CBD Upgrade Projects

Mitchell Sports Site

All the sports equipment is now onsite, stored in the container. OCS staff will manage the equipment and container open and closing. 

Seating and signage, similar to below pics are being constructed at present.

Mitchell’s Green on Wynen will be name of this area.



City Hotel Site

The blackboard has now been completed. This will be followed very soon by the installation of Avian Artwork by Nicolas Dillon and students of Blenheim School.



Signage is being constructed for the now named City Art Precinct.

Bythell Place

NELMAC is finalising construction details and tender specifications prior to this job going to the market. Work is expected to start after Easter.

Market Place

A concept plan for this site is being considered as an agenda item. Bean bags have been added to the area and have been very well received.

Upper Market/Alfred Street

Urban design consulting company Aiken Taylor Ltd have been engaged to work with the Blenheim Business Association to identify ways to enhance this area. Any designs will be brought back to the Committee.

CBD Budgets	

The following preliminary budgets have been prepared to assist with projects aimed at revitalising Blenheim’s Central Business District. The capital budget was approved through the 2015-2025 Long Term Plan for the 2015/16 and 2016/17 periods.

Project costs will be finalised once the detailed design is completed and works have been tendered. A large number of the newly introduced items such as planter boxes and large pots are relocatable providing flexibility to these CBD areas. 

Budget 			$2,000,000	

Expenditure to 29/2/16		   $226,027

Projected expenditure	

Bythell Place			   $320,000

Market Place			   $420,000

Market St North			   $380,000

Gateways			   $250,000

Pocket parks			     $25,000	

Contingency			   $181,000

Total				$1,802,027

Street Trees and Street Plots

Hutcheson and John Street – Garden Plot

A new seat and feature rock have now been installed to compliment the recent planting of the street plot opposite the new Civic Theatre.  The plot has been adopted by Blenheim School and the Ulysses Motorcycle Club, with a plaque soon to be installed on the rock.  Blenheim School children helped plant the garden and the club has supplied the rock and donated $1000 towards the seat.



Hutcheson – John Street Garden Plot

Street Tree – Public Enquiries

An average of 10 street tree or vegetation enquiries are received weekly, with follow-up by contractors frequently required. 

Tree Watering

Weekly street tree watering of young trees has been on-going over a very dry extended summer, with both young and established trees succumbing to the drought conditions in several areas. 

Footpath clearance and private vegetation control reminder - overhanging growth pruning 

Each year around this time, Council reminds property owners, property managers or tenants to check and if necessary prune their property frontage to ensure that vegetation does not impede footpath or road access.

An inspection by contractors of all properties takes place in May after extensive media coverage and advertising.  Letters are issued if non-compliant with follow-up letters then issued if still no action has been taken.  The process worked well last year with great compliance overall.

Picton Reserves

Picton Foreshore 

The reserve (and Picton generally), has been extremely busy with another tranche of cruise ship visits combined with special events that use the foreshore and public town public spaces. Pressure on Council’s open space and public conveniences assets is being monitored with additional resources being put in place to ensure the various places and spaces are keep in good condition.

Shelley Beach

The reserve and beach area hosted a national sailing regatta which enjoyed excellent weather and sailing conditions. Beach nourishment and some erosion protection works was carried out in preparation for this well attended event.

Victoria Domain 

A public Weed Pest Control Workshop is being held in Picton at 2.00 pm Monday, 21 March at Endeavour Park pavilion. It is aimed at increasing awareness of problem weeds in Picton and the Sounds and encouraging local communities to identify and control invasive weed species. 

A control programme of established Sycamore trees and seedlings is proposed to commence shortly within the domain and surrounding areas.  A Rata Foundation grant of $15,000 will assist with this work. 

Domain Track Signage

Signs have been updated on the southern section of the Marina to Marina Track, to better identify both shared use areas and exclusive trails.

Northern Marlborough/Sounds

Havelock Domain 

The new Petanque Court was recently opened by the community and the outdoor gym equipment is due to be installed in April.



Repair and painting of the fence along with repainting the playground equipment is proposed in the near future.

Rai Valley Reserves - Brown River, Rai Stream Reserve and Alfred Stream Picnic Area

A general tidy up of these reserves has taken place recently and some pruning of existing and planting of additional shade trees or native shrubs is proposed over winter. Both Reserves are receiving large numbers of Freedom Campers.

Tirimoana/Anakiwa

At the request of the residents association, a Tirimoana Reserve management plan is currently being prepared, with public submissions now being used to prepare a draft document.

A draft landscape plan has also been prepared to better utilise public space for the growing number of visitors to Queen Charlotte Track and area.

A bike wash facility is also proposed to be installed by Outward Bound near the track end to better cater for this activity and deter riders washing their bikes down on the jetty.



Okiwi Bay

A meeting was held on site with the Residents Association members to discuss maintenance of the reserves and pruning of the native bank planting to enable sea views for the neighbouring properties.

An annual grant is provided by Council to the association for maintaining the Reserves within the bay.

It was agreed that shrubs along the top of the bank can be trimmed down to 1.5 metres in height to enable views while retaining an attractive and low maintenance backdrop for the Reserve.

Opening up of a wetland track and a link track between the upper playground area to the lower Reserve was also agreed, with the local community undertaking this.

Park Bookings

The graph below shows park bookings for the year.



Public Conveniences

Queen Street

Plans for a men’s urinal only area in part of the surplus storage space in the back corner area are being developed for consideration of Assets & Services Committee.

Picton Toilets General

New signage has been put in place and vegetation trimmed to enable easier wayfinding of the museum toilets from the I-Site. Two temporary portaloos at the rear of and adjacent to the I-Site appear to be working well on cruise ship visit days.

Havelock 

Refurbishment of the women’s is being paused to allow discussion/consultation with key stakeholders and to consider the ongoing capacity and general fit for purpose requirements of this key toilet. Vegetation trimming in front of and adjacent to the building is to be carried out.

Rai Valley

This block is due for a repaint and some minor repairs and maintenance work is to be programmed for the next month or so.

Cemeteries

Fairhall

Landscape ground work and some hard surfacing around the memorial Niche Wall is now completed and grass will be re-established. A landscape development plan and some operational guidelines from the cemetery are being developed. Stump grinding of old stumps was carried out.

A church community group had a church family community working bee at the cemetery and did some excellent tidy up work which was much appreciated.

Omaka

Relocation to Lansdowne to be used as short term equipment storage of the former Sexton’s garage is to be actioned shortly and the small garden shed will be relocated to Picton to be used for the mini golf lease as a storage space pending the removal of the bunker in the next few months.

A landscape development plan and operational guidelines are being developed for this cemetery. Redevelopment of the Sextons’ former house site and improvements the Taylor Pass Road (town end) views into the cemetery is to be picked up in the landscape development plan and will give direction on possible landscape/look and feel enhancements and general cemetery restoration work in the longer term.

Havelock

Some tree work, stump grinding and lifting of low braches off graves is to be carried out.

Picton

Some good progress is being achieved with the graves and cemetery restoration project. It is hoped to progress the outstanding PICTON CEMETERY main entrance sign to go on the ‘new’ memorial entrance wall.  

Swimming Pools

Picton Pool

Queen Charlotte College pool is now operating outside school hours.

Seddon Pool

The Seddon pool has been busy with the favourable weather experienced this summer.

Rangers’ Report

(Information prepared by Murray Morgan/Kevin Hawkins)	R510-006-02, R510-005-04

The period post-Christmas has seen a large number of people using our Parks and Reserves especially in areas of rivers with a large number of persons swimming and having picnics due to the hot weather. It is not unusual to see up to 200 people in the area Ferry Bridge to Selmes Road on Wairau River Reserve.

Generally the dumping statistics are average to low with about three large type dumpings of household rubbish.  Greenwaste recording have been low but just starting to increase now with season starting to turn.

Freedom Camping numbers are still high and this is expected until at least Easter Weekend.

Freedom Camping 



Graffiti

Graffiti statistics remain low with only minor tagging reported.



Road Safety Coordinator Update

(Information prepared by Robyn Blackburn) 	R800-005-03

Safe Motorcycling

The ‘Bikers Brekkie’ was held on 27 February at Liz Davidson Place at 10.00 am. The event attracted a huge number of motorcyclists with a lot of positive feedback from stall holders and partner agencies who attended.



“Thanks for all your efforts on Saturday” - Marlborough Motorcycle Riding School

“Thanks for pulling together an excellent event. Have just been emailing my colleagues saying what a great event it was” – (Mark Preston-Thomas) ACC

“Just wanted to say how impressed I was with the turnout and attitude of all this that attended which is no small testament those that made the day possible. Hope Jono and Mike were good value and were of help. Congratulations to you and all the MMRSG on a job well done” - (Sergeant Barrie Greenall) Police

“Big WELL DONE. Damn well organised and promoted” – (Tim Monck-Mason) Coordinator for IAM Top Of The South

An evaluation is underway to determine if we have achieved what we wanted which was to have riders register for ACC Ride Forever training and provide feedback about road safety in Marlborough from a motorcyclist perspective.

We know we have achieved the second objective as 150 feedback forms were distributed and riders were encouraged to complete the feedback form to receive a ‘goody’ pack.

Safety of Young Drivers

Dates of the next three workshops have been finalised with Supporting Families. The Police Iwi Liaison Officer has also expressed an interest in holding workshops at maraes. 

Responses from the students to the statement ‘Benefits of having my Learner driving licence’ include

A step ahead to get my restricted, take my kids to school without supervisor won't have to rely on others.

I can drive, get to work easy, can see Mum and Dad.

Easier to get a job, drive my kids and partner, don't have to rely on others.

Move around easier; learn more rules for day to day life on roads and more job openings. Can get more experience, learn more rules.

More likely to get a job, learning to be independent, drive myself and give mum a break. A better form of ID, further my job chances, be able to get my daughter places.

I can learn to drive, progress to next licences, have a photo ID.

Restricted Driver Licence programmes are managed by Supporting Families who can now access funding through WINZ, Corrections, and Probation.  

The new RYDA Programme planning is well underway for the event to be held 9 & 10 March 2016 at Waterlea Racecourse. Changes to the programme this year include:

· Sharper focus on speeding, distraction, impairment and seat belts

· Students will develop personal road safety strategies in each session and have a long-term plan

· More on the passenger role

· More on students reflecting on their own risks and behaviours as drivers or passengers

· Increased interactivity (group work and discussion)

· The Goals, Plans, and Strategies booklet (GPS) – a workbook on the day which ties up the messages, a record of student thoughts, tips and intentions; and be taken away to use at home and school.

Students spend 30 minutes at each session.

Local driving instructors, Public Health staff, Brain Injury NZ staff, and the Police will all act as facilitators to deliver the sessions. All have had training sessions with Road Safety Education who manage the RYDA delivery.

BikeWalk Marlborough

(Information prepared by Robin Dunn)	C230-001-B03

Attached are the latest minutes.





File Ref:	C230-001-B03



Minutes of Bike Walk Marlborough Meeting held in the Committee Room, Marlborough District Council on Wednesday, 17 February 2016 commencing at 1.30 pm

Present

Clr Terry Sloan (chair), Robin Dunn (MDC Reserves Officer), Braden Prideaux (Bike Walk Marlborough Co-ordinator), Kevin Wilson (Marlborough Mountain Bike Club), Tracy Johnston (GM, Destination Marlborough), Brigid Forrest (arrived 2.10 pm), John Reuhman, Robyn Blackburn (MDC Road Safety Co-ordinator), Brenda Burr, Clr Laressa Shenfield, David Craig (MDC), Mark Wheeler (CE, MDC), Steve Hill (Wine Tours by Bike), Alan Hall, Ross Beech, John Blundell, Vern Ayson, Chris Van de Venter, Hamish Inwood (Marlborough Lines), Peter Blackmore, Stuart Eyes, Linda Le Sueur and John Pickering.

In Attendance

Yvette Johnson – MDC Secretary

1. Welcome

Clr Sloan welcomed everyone to the meeting and to our new BWM Co-ordinator, Braden Prideaux.

2. Apologies

Jennie Hopkins, Steve James (NZTA), Susie Glover, Clr Graeme Barsanti, Ray Clearwater (Trustee BWM), Duncan McKenzie, Rob Burn, Peter Mann, Bill Pearin and Pete Halligan (TOSE)

Moved by David Craig – Seconded by Robin Dunn - Carried

3. Confirmation of Previous Minutes

That the minutes of the meeting held on 18 November 2015 be confirmed.

Moved by Kevin Wilson – Seconded by Robin Dunn - Carried

4. Matters arising and report on “Items for Action”

		No.

		Action

		Person Responsible



		1.

		Confirm if cycle lane markings are possible on Rapaura Road

		NZTA



		

		Steve Hill stated the Renwick Smart & Connected cycle group had a meeting with Steve James and it was confirmed that a cycle lane couldn’t be placed on Rapaura Road, but they have committed to more signage instead.



		2.

		Keep left arrows – how many going on SH 6

		NZTA



		

		There are a number of keep left arrows on the roads but need to be readdressed with NZTA at a later date.



		3.

		Check frequency of road sweeping on Seymour Street cycle lanes

		NZTA



		

		To be readdressed from NZTA.





5. BWM Trust Update – Kevin Wilson

· A Trust member or two attended an Asset & Services Committee meeting on 24 November 2015 with a paper written by Rob Dunn.  The paper provided a summary of when and why BWM was formed, it’s achievements to date, an update on current projects, recent changes and proposed future operation. Council agreed that the Bike Walk Marlborough Trust will act as a filter for the Bike Walk Marlborough projects and that annual funding from Council to BWM is to be administered by the BWM Trust, over where it goes and how it is spent.  The implications from this are the Trust will need to make an annual report to Council.

· $16,000 was approved for the Marlborough Mountain Bike Club to continue with further work on Wither Hills mountain bike track.

· $10,000 was approved for Vern Ayson’s group to further investigate the Pacific Cycle Way.

· Braden Prideaux was employed as the BWM Co-ordinator and a few administration procedures are still being tidied up including the Trust Deed.

· BWM Trust acted as ‘Agent’ for the Renwick Smart & Connected Bike Walk Group, who applied for funding to the Rata Foundation to enable the extension of the cycle path from Rapaura Road to Newman Road.

· John Pickering is a representative on the new Bike Walk Group that has been established at Picton.  This has not been seen as a conflict as their focus is on the more immediate projects within Picton.

· Suggestions have been offered to marlboroughnz.com to have information placed on their website regarding cycling and maps etc.  Braden will work with Destination Marlborough on this.

· The latest project to be involved in is the proposal for the Blenheim-Picton bikeway.  It is seen as sitting as a sub-committee of the BWM Trust.  Once funds are applied for from various organisations, a legal entity is required to be put in place.  The Trust meets the criteria with an established Trust Deed and a formal board.

· Clr Terry acknowledged and thanked Kevin for his help in establishing the Trust group and the way he presents the results and information in a clear, precise and transparent way.

John Reuhman spoke regarding the Bike Walk Picton Group

· BW Picton had its genesis in a community meeting in September 2015 to the Smart & Connected Group.  The consensus from the meeting was the highest priority for Picton was the creation of better cycleways and pathways.

· The first BW Picton meeting was held on 15 December 2015 and covered a range of agenda items.  The next meeting was held on 8 February 2016.  BW Picton works as a loose grouping to facilitate minor Picton projects and to support the BWM group with all major projects that fall under BWM.

· Agenda items spoken about were:

· Queen Charlotte Track – BWP to support BWM, as the work to be done requires $600K in funding.

· Link pathway – BWP to facilitate and would like BWM to accelerate what is happening with this as it is planned to be finished by 2020.  Another $700K is required to complete path construction, boardwalks and associated facilities.

· PBSH1 (Picton to Blenheim SH 1 Cycleway) – this has been seized upon.  A technical advisory group met recently with engineers, surveyors and experienced people going over the maps and driving much of the route to really understand what the group is up against and what needs to be done.

· Marina to Marina – this is to improve the corridor which runs between Picton and Waikawa.  It will be a grade 1 or 2, which will be very easy for residents and visitors to move with ease between these two areas.  $80k will be required at the early stage.  A technical advisory group will meet on Wednesday 24 February at 10am to walk the route.

· The BW Picton group supports John Pickering’s group – Picton Trails – which is for further mountain bike tracks through the domain area.

· Bike Friendly Picton – how to make it easier to move around.  This works in with Picton S & C public spaces group.

· A major project is the Picton Foreshore.

· There have been 6 or 7 versions of maps that have been circulating around Picton.  Braden is co-ordinating this into a decent document to illustrate what’s happening.

· The regional projects comes in under the BWM Trust and the Picton group function and report to the Trust group and it will be under this group that funding will be applied for.

· Four members will be attending the NZ Recreation Association meeting in Wellington for two days.  This meeting is all about cycling and community mountain biking.

Question:  Where does the Te Araroa Trail plans fit in with the Picton Group’s activities?

· NZTA has a dotted line on Picton-Blenheim which succeeds to Tua Marina at the moment.  It is very important for the Link Pathway to feed into it.  The aim is to have Link Pathway, Picton-Blenheim and then eventually down to the Clarence.  A five day, multi day, multi entrance/exit cycle experience.  The key track, in terms of funding, comes through the Queen Charlotte Track because that is deemed the great ride.

· Bluebridge Ferry now has a cycle hub on board with new bike racks for cyclists.

Moved by Terry Sloan – Seconded by John Blundell - Carried

6. Project and Operational Update – Robin Dunn

· Urban Cycle Programme – three projects have been approved for Blenheim:

· Grovetown to Spring Creek Cycle Path – to be completed by June/July 2016.

· Taylor River concrete path – proposed between Athletic Park and Wither Road extension.  This will be funded over two years and will begin in June/July this year and feed into the next financial year.  A portion of rivers budget will be used for a new culvert and rock protection work.

· Eltham Road/Beaver Road Cycle Link which is a main corridor for school children in particular

· NZTA are very robust in their reporting and BWM have completed monitoring plans and cycle counts before these paths go in.  Counters will be put in on these trails at various locations, to enable monitoring to gauge the success of these paths and the increase of frequency of users both walking and cycling.

· Robyn Blackburn has been carrying out surveys of schools for some years now, too see what the numbers are for cycling, walking, busing or by car to school.

· QC Track - a funding application will be going up at a Council meeting shortly to assist with the track upgrade programme and to enable the QCT Inc to secure $300k from central governments maintenance cycle trail fund.

· The Riverlands–Cloudy Bay extension is high on the micro list but currently there is no funding for this project.

· The Taylor River pathway is a well-used shared pathway with cyclists, walkers, dog walkers and others.  Some photos of signs were recently received from a Wellington person showing some examples of shared pathway signage.  There are plans to have signage on the concrete in the near future, such as ‘share the path’ and ‘move off the path when you stop’ to provide some very basic rules.

· A question was raised regarding wheelchair access from the hospital onto Alabama Road.  It was suggested that the individual is met with to work out his route and look at what can be done.  This is an issue that should be raised outside of this forum.  Robin Dunn to follow this up.

7. Road Safety Coordinator Update – Robyn Blackburn

· A School Travel survey was sent out to schools in October 2015.  The response was not great this year, and it was decided to send out March/April once schools have settled into the new year.  The results will be compared to previous years to see if the number of students using sustainable transport is increasing.  Comparisons over the past 6 years will be presented at the next meeting.

· A meeting was had with Steve James, Road Safety Engineer at NZTA and Jenny Buck, the new Community Education Officer regarding road safety issues around schools.  Steve has funding for six schools to have 40km/h speed advisory signs around the schools.  Being ‘advisory’ signs the speed cannot be enforced by Police.  The six schools given priority for this funding round, based on the numbers of students attending the school, the number of cars going past the school, the information obtained over the years about the number of students cycling and walking to school, and amount of traffic calming in place already are, Springlands, Redwoodtown, Whitney, Witherlea, Waikawa Bay and Linkwater.

· There is a Crash or Near Miss reporting system available through the MDC website. But not many reports are received. From what reports we have received we can see that 33% of incidents were at roundabouts and 39% at other intersections. Most issues are at some form of intersection.

· Radio advertising is being developed at the moment to look at changing roundabout driving behaviours to make travelling through a roundabout safer for vulnerable road users such as cyclists.

· Advertising has been placed on the exercise books that go to schools regarding biking or walking to school instead of coming in the car.

· Walkability map – Russell Hopkins and Lynne Nicholls have been going around the roads on mobility scooters within Blenheim, with Picton being the next project.  The purpose of the exercise is to locate the easiest way into the CBD from the four quadrants of Blenheim.  The theory being, a mobility scooter or a sight impaired person can access these ways with ease.  When complete these routes will be audited in terms of what needs repairing or retrofitting.  Marlborough Roads will be consulted to get this work completed through their work plan and eventually the routes will be mapped.

8. RideOn Marlborough Programme & Menz Shed Update – Braden

· This is the 5th year for the RideOn Programme.  The programme is fully booked this year with seven schools participating.  The purpose of the RideOn programme is to deliver fundamental cycle skills to primary school children.  This is an off road course with a morning session, taking them through different skills, getting them on and off the bike, riding in a straight line, manoeuvring, and then in the afternoon these skills are tested.  They go over an obstacle course which demonstrates their ability with those skills.  Previously 300 kids per year were put through the programme and this year will be around 300-350.  The main limitation is funding, it is a programme that is funded by BWM and Kiwi Sport.  Robyn has given funding this year and for the next following two years which will enable another 200 children potentially.  Off road is mainly offered and on road can be done on request.

· There are 11 instructors to date and are working through to get them qualified either through NZTA qualification or the Cycling NZ programme.  The NZTA would be the preferred choice but due to funding some went through Cycling NZ’s free programme.

· There are 17 bikes for children to use and are serviced every year.  They are getting old and will need to be replaced in the future.

· Robyn and Braden are working closely with Jennifer Buck, Police Officer, to ensure all on-road sessions are covered.  Previously Sue Busch covered 2-3 schools for on-road sessions under the NZ Police Programme.

9. Update of cycle maps (eg; Wither Hills Mountain Bike Park) - Braden

· Picton have 5 or 6 maps which are out of date in terms of the times for the trails and the new trails that have come into place.  These need to be updated and the aim is to get a Picton map which is similar to the Wither Hills or the Wairau Plains maps.  The Picton by Foot or Bike brochure was due to be updated this year.

· Robyn has funding to produce a new map specifically for the walking routes and she suggested would it be possible to incorporate the walking and biking routes onto one map.  This was discussed and it was decided that the map may look cluttered and to have a separate map for each.

10. Events, promotion, education and community activities update –Kevin Wilson and others

Kevin Wilson, Marlborough Mountain Bike Club

· The Marlborough Mountain Bike Club had a very successful club championship with 57 entries.  Incorporated in the course was the new track from Rifle Range carpark to the Rotary Lookout.

· AvantiPlus Blenheim Multi-hour 1, 2, 4 hour event is to be held on 13 March at the Wither Hills Farm Park.

· The annual Bikefit Weekender will be held on Saturday 14 & Sunday 15 May.  The Saturday ‘Eliminator’ is held at the Taylor Pass Mountain Bike Park and Sunday - Cross Country is a race/ride on hill country at ‘Dumgree’ in the lower Awatere Valley.  Further details on both these events view www.marlboroughmountainbikeclub.co.nz/new-events/ 

· Regular end of month Sunday rides are being run with the last held at Havelock where parts of the Link Pathway were ridden.

Other Events

· The Grape Ride entries for 2 April are selling well and are up on last year – www.graperide.co.nz. 

· Forrest Graperide Gourmet Graze on Saturday 19 March is limited to 50 people.  This is not a race but a casual ride out for the day to Picton, Havelock and back to Forrest.

· World Cycle Day to be held on 19 April.

· The Walking Festival in Marlborough will take in the shipwrecks off Cape Campbell, Ships Cove, Havelock and Wither Hills to name a few.  This will be held in conjunction with the Marlborough Garden Festival on 6 – 13 November.

· Go By Bike Breakfast did not have a great turn out.  It was very well catered for but advertising was a bit poor this year with radio stations not on board.

· Marlborough was designated by NIWA as being New Zealand’s sunniest town for 2015.  It is a great message to use within biking and walking group forums to attract people to get out and about and to take up more biking and walking activities.

11. General Business

· John Pickering was commended for his work on Picton walkways.

· Mark Wheeler, MDC Chief Executive, rode the new mountain bike track and was complimentary of it and the construction work being done.

· Flaxbourne Irrigation Scheme – MDC are conscious that the pipeline route may cover some of the ground that Vern’s identified for a trail and could be an opportunity to dig it up, with permission from the relevant landowners; it may be serviced for a suitable cycleway.

· If anyone has an issue with the frequency of cycle lane sweeping or broken glass on the roads, please get in touch with Marlborough Roads direct.

· NZ Enduro Event is to be held at White’s Bay on 11-12 March.  This is a 3 day, 9 stage event.

· (Cycling Advocates’ Network) CAN’s National Biking Summit is to be held on 19-20 March 2016 in Hamilton.  Braden will be attending.  More information on https://can.org.nz/cando2016 

12. Correspondence

· Letters of thanks were sent to Mortgage Room, New World, Brumbys and Westmeat for their support towards the promotion of Go By Bike Day Breakfast.

Closure

The meeting closed at 2.50 pm

Next Meeting

The next meeting dates:  BWM Advisory Group at 1.30pm and BWM Trust at 3.30pm is to be held on 18 May 2016 in the Committee Room, Marlborough District Council Offices.

Actions from Meeting

		No.

		Action

		Person
Responsible



		1.

		Comparison of the past 6 years of the School Travel Survey Results to be presented at the next BWM meeting.

		Robyn Blackburn









Record No: 1643856

Number of Event  bookings per

 Park Year to Date 2016

number of bookings	Pollard	Seymour	A	&	P	Picton Foreshore	Wither Hills	Athletic Park	Havelock Domain	Waikawa Foreshore	Oliver Park	Endeavour Park	Lansdowne Park	Taylor River Reserve	12	1	3	7	13	5	1	1	0	1	2	4	Total number of vehicles moved on, total number of complaints - total number of infringements issued.   

Total moved on 	Dec-13	Jan-14	Feb-14	Dec-14	Jan-15	Feb-15	Dec-15	Jan-16	Feb-16	114	81	70	20	23	19	60	97	63	 compliants	Dec-13	Jan-14	Feb-14	Dec-14	Jan-15	Feb-15	Dec-15	Jan-16	Feb-16	24	13	17	7	6	6	25	53	22	Infringments issued	Dec-13	Jan-14	Feb-14	Dec-14	Jan-15	Feb-15	Dec-15	Jan-16	Feb-16	1	6	2	7	7	20	45	23	Assets & Services Committee – 22 March 2016 – Page 12
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